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INTRODUCTION

On June 11, 2013, eleven-year-old mariachi star Sebastien de la Cruz – best known for his performance
on America’s Got Talent – sang the U.S. national anthem at San Antonio’s AT&T Center, setting the
Internet on fire. Introduced by his moniker “El Charro de Oro,” de la Cruz opened Game Three of the
NBA Finals by belting out a moving rendition of the Star-Spangled Banner.1 The Daily Dot applauded his
superb performance and impressive vocal range: “The kid was dynamic. He was theatrical as it gets. He
hit all the high notes. He stayed long on the low notes.”2 But others took to Twitter to express outrage at a
Mexican American boy singing the U.S. national anthem, calling him a “wetback,” “beaner,” and
“illegal” with the hashtags #yournotamerican and #gohome.3
The tweeters were especially incensed by de la Cruz’s outfit: a perfectly pressed, light blue traje
de charro. Most recognizable as the suit worn by mariachi musicians, the traje de charro references a
broad set of cultural forms associated with lo ranchero – Mexican ranch life and ranch culture. Among
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these are the charro, a term sometimes translated as “Mexican cowboy,” though the charro is better
understood as a gentleman horseman associated with Mexico’s elite. He is also a deeply nationalist figure.
Ranchero cultural forms, including the charro, have signified lo mexicano (Mexicanness) since the
aftermath of the Mexican Revolution (1910-1920); charrería (the art and sport of charros) is now
Mexico’s national sport, and the charreada (Mexican rodeo) is as popular with some Mexican audiences
as soccer. Yet the charro also has evidentiary claims to be the “original cowboy” – the skilled horseman
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who introduced ranching and rodeo to the region that became the U.S. Southwest. The nativist tweeters
intuited the charro’s Mexican nationalist history and imbrication with core narratives of American history,
even if they didn’t know the specifics of its content, to repel de la Cruz’s presence and performance at the
NBA finals game. One person tweeted: “Is this the American National Anthem or the Mexican Hat
Dance? Get this lil kid out of here,” while another wrote: “Why was the kid singing the national anthem
wearing a mariachi band outfit? We ain’t Mexican.”6
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The tweeters may not have considered the collective “we” they invoked to be Mexican, but
neither did de la Cruz, who told a reporter, “I’m not from Mexico, I’m from San Antonio born and raised,
a true San Antonio Spurs fan.”7 Like countless ethnic Mexicans in the United States since at least the
1930s, de la Cruz viewed the charro and lo ranchero as powerful means to express his pride in being
Mexican and his rights to occupy central spaces in American life; for him, there was no contradiction
between these goals. Many reporters, politicians, and entertainers shared de la Cruz’s view of the charro
and its symbolic potential for Mexican Americans. San Antonio Mayor Julian Castro, U.S. President
Barack Obama, and actor Eva Longoria all rallied to de la Cruz’s defense, appealing for a multicultural
America where a brown-skinned boy wearing a charro suit could sing the U.S. national anthem with
pride.8
The public debate over de la Cruz’s traje de charro was about far more than sports or patriotism;
rather, it invoked a historic struggle over the relationships between race, masculinity, and national identity
in the United States, particularly in the U.S. Southwest and U.S.-Mexico border region. This struggle has
taken shape through contests over the meanings of the American cowboy and the Mexican charro: two
iconic forms of masculinity derived from the multicultural ranching societies of the Americas but now
firmly associated with the nationalist projects of their respective states. For nearly a century, ethnic
Mexicans in the United States have navigated between these two racial and nationalist formations in
flexible but strategic ways. Drawing on the figure of the charro – symbol of Mexican identity and a
distinguished horseman with claims to be the “original cowboy” – they have expressed their attachment to
Mexican culture while claiming rights and opportunity in the United States.
This book documents their visions, hopes, and struggles. I focus on the many ways in which
ethnic Mexicans in the United States have mobilized the charro in the service of civil rights, cultural
citizenship, and place-making since the 1930s. Traversing a range of cities with distinctive histories,
geographies, cultures, and social structures, I show how ethnic Mexicans have used the figure of the
charro to nurture their cultural heritage, to resist subjugation and challenge inequality, and to transform
the landscapes and institutions of the places in which they live. The charros’ work across these domains
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has inevitably required them to engage – and sometimes challenge – the presumed whiteness and U.S.
nationalism of the American cowboy. Thus, the book considers how U.S. charros have transformed core
narratives of American history and identity centered on the cowboy, rodeo, and ranching in order to create
more inclusive and equitable conditions.
Although the history of charrería within Mexico is well documented (indeed, romanticized), few
have studied its meaning or practice in the United States. This book seeks to fill that silence, by offering
the first history of charros in the United States. Those studies of U.S.-based charros that do exist were
conducted in the 1990s and early 2000s by anthropologists Kathleen Mullen Sands and Olga NájeraRamírez; their ethnographic accounts explain the contemporary expression of charrería, its internal
dynamics, and its importance to participants.9 Building on this important work, Charros contributes a
historical and cultural geography of charros and charrería in the U.S. Southwest. Taking the long view, I
show that charros have been ubiquitous in Mexican American communities since at least the 1930s, and
that they have consistently galvanized ethnic Mexicans’ pursuit of equity, inclusion, and belonging.
Indeed, the charro has been as important to Mexican American history, culture, and politics as his betterknown counterparts, the bracero, the pachuco, and the Chicano activist. At the same time, U.S. charros
have played key roles in transforming the Mexican nationalist formation of charrería from abroad,
sustaining vibrant transnational cultural linkages amid the waxing and waning of U.S.-Mexico geopolitics
and infusing migrant sensibilities into Mexican nationalist culture. Working at multiple scales, then,
charros have been crucial agents in the simultaneous co-production of U.S., Mexican, southwestern, and
border cultures.
The main protagonists in this story are members of the U.S.-based charro associations. These are
formal organizations of 10 to 20 men, often from the same extended family, who ride, practice, and
compete together in the regional, national, and transnational circuits of Mexican rodeo. The first U.S.
charro associations formed in Texas and California in the 1940s, just after World War Two, and
facilitated ethnic Mexicans’ early engagement with institutions that had proved key to their racial
subjugation since U.S. conquest, namely law enforcement and the capitalist economy. Many other charro
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associations formed in the 1970s, at the height of the Chicano Movement and Mexican Americans’
struggles for land and dignity, when the charro guided ethnic Mexicans’ work to create more responsive
and multicultural public institutions. Still more charro associations were established in the 1990s, in the
aftermath of the North American Free Trade Agreement and the tremendous migration it unleashed. In the
face of discursive constructions of “illegality” and corresponding racial violence, charrería since the
1990s has cohered Mexican migrants with Mexican Americans in affirming their cultural heritage and
galvanizing political action. Yet the charro associations have never had a monopoly on the meaning or
political utility of the charro, who circulates in popular culture and politics as much as in the lienzo (the
distinctive keyhole-shaped arena used for charreadas). Thus, while centering the leadership of the charro
associations in remapping race and national identity, this book also traces the efforts of public figures
such as elected officials, school principals, county sheriffs, business owners, and artists, who have used
the charro for a wide range of political, economic, and cultural purposes.
The charro associations and their supporters represent a particular perspective on ethnic Mexican
empowerment in the United States – one that is middle-class, masculine, and aligned with SpanishMexican histories of colonialism and aspirations to whiteness. The charros’ initiatives reflect their
position at the intersection of these social identities. Much of their work, as we shall see, has focused on
securing ethnic Mexican men’s access to institutions from which were historically excluded or targeted on
the basis of race and class, such as law enforcement, business entrepreneurship, and public space. Charros
have lobbied for inclusion in these spheres by invoking their patriarchal control of family, community,
and ethnic identity and by forging masculine networks that transcend ethnicity, race, and citizenship in
order to access the privileges of class and whiteness. Still, even those groups who are relatively
subjugated within charro culture – women, workers, and indigenous peoples – have sometimes used the
charro and other ranchero practices to claim greater power. Women, in particular, have mobilized the
charro to create more inclusive public institutions, especially in areas related to social reproduction, such
as education. Women have also found in charro culture the expansion of personal opportunities for
marriage, family formation, competition, and travel. While ethnic Mexicans’ relationship to nation and
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colonialism in the U.S. Southwest is complex, charrería has been attractive to many ethnic Mexican
women because, as Elleke Boehmer explains, the concept of the nation “remains a place from which to
resist the multiple ways in which colonialism distorts and disfigures a people’s history.”10
Incorporating these diverse figures and their work into the fold of Mexican American history
requires a capacious sense of politics – one that exceeds a focus on electoral politics, grassroots
organizing, or direct action and that transcends neat divisions between liberal and conservative agendas.
Until very recently, most members of the charro associations have not been involved in formal politics.
However, they have nurtured meaningful partnerships with well-known politicians, business owners, and
cultural producers, both ethnically Mexican and not, and from across the political spectrum. Using
strategies of collaboration and persuasion rather than protest or direct action, they have mostly labored to
transform U.S. institutions and spaces from within. As a result, charros often lurk in the background –
both literally and symbolically – of the most important struggles for inclusion, equality, and justice that
ethnic Mexicans have waged for nearly a century. Many of their goals and accomplishments have
corresponded with those of better-known and more explicitly political Mexican American and Chicano
organizations, from LULAC in the 1940s and ‘50s to the immigrant rights movement of today. Though
quieter and less obviously politicized, their work has been equally important in enabling ethnic Mexicans
to claim citizenship, belonging, and rights.
The charro has proven an enduring and transcendent figure for a simple but compelling reason: as
a representation of skilled masculinity, economic autonomy, and landownership, he allows ethnic
Mexicans to resist the core processes through which they have been racially subjugated in the United
States. The U.S. military conquest of Mexican land, people, and culture that began in the 1830s unleashed
processes of displacement, migration, proletarianization, and barrioization that are still very much in
motion, sustained in the present through neoliberal trade arrangements, processes of “illegalization,” and
racial violence. In the face of these contentious histories and contested geographies, the charro promises
power: power over land, over the conditions and fruits of one’s labor, over the ability to bind family and
community, over the meaning of ethnic and cultural identity. As we shall see in the chapters to come, that
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power has not always been actualized, nor has it come without struggle even when the outcomes are
successful. Nonetheless, identification with and organizing around the charro galvanizes hope for a more
autonomous, dignified, and equitable future. It is that sense of hope – and the collective action it guides –
that I trace in this book.
The remainder of this introduction proceeds in three parts. First, it documents the social history of
ranching in colonial Mexico and its spread north into the region that would become, after 1848, the U.S.
Southwest. Generated through the interactions among wealthy hacendados and working-class, often
indigenous vaqueros (ranch workers), the ranching culture of the Americas became even more complex
when it migrated north, where Anglo Americans, African Americans, and indigenous peoples of the north
joined the mix. The introduction then explains how, in the early twentieth century, amid industrialization,
urbanization, and the rise of the modern nation-state, elite men and the mass culture industries in both the
U.S. and Mexico abstracted the working horseman from his hybrid, multicultural origins and constructed
the cowboy and the charro as racially and nationally distinct cultural icons. Finally, it gives an overview
of how ethnic Mexicans in the United States have used charros and charrería since the 1930s for strategic
purposes, detailing the scope of the chapters to come and the methods and sources used for the analysis.
Following this introduction is a photographic interlude that describes the spaces, rituals, and competitive
events of the charreada, which adapts the historical conditions of ranching to the urban sporting context.

A Social History of Ranching in Mexico and the United States
The charro’s origin story begins in the 16th century with the Spanish import of horses, as well as riding
equipment and techniques adapted from the Moors, to the Americas. The high costs of equine transport as
well as frequent illness and death en route meant that the breeding of horses and cattle within the colonies
became a top priority. Colonists established vast and profitable cattle ranches on the Caribbean islands
and Mexico’s central plateau. In 1549, Viceroy Luís de Velasco ordered that cattle ranching be moved
north, to spread Spain’s economic and “civilizing” missions to what were then the far-flung colonial
frontiers of Jalisco, Aguascalientes, Querétaro, and Guanajuato – a region known as the Bajío. The
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ranchers who took up this charge, typically creoles born in New Spain, fashioned a group identity and
political consciousness as resourceful, rugged, and rebellious subjects; they tended to oppose and resent
the Spanish colonial elite’s concentration of wealth and power in Mexico City. Despite their sense of
marginalization, they benefitted substantially from the domestic labor of women who ran the vast
households of the hacienda, and the coerced labor of indigenous and mestizo vaqueros.11 Indeed, it was
the vaqueros who developed most of the materials and techniques that made large-scale cattle ranching
possible. Denied the luxury goods that the hacendados enjoyed, they invented or adapted what they
needed for their craft. These included the magüey rope, which was woven of local fibers; intricate roping
techniques, now called fancy or trick roping; and the use of leather chaps to protect the workers’ legs.12

Map 1. The United States and Mexico, featuring important locations for the development of charrería. By
Jennifer Tran and Alexander Tarr.
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These materials and techniques were shared and ritualized among hacendados, workers, and
visitors during the annual rodeos (round-ups) in which cattle were gathered and branded. At the rodeos,
hacendados and vaqueros engaged in practices such as the colas, or grabbing the tail of a bull or steer and
twisting it under the rider’s boot or around the saddle horn to flip the animal to the ground; piales, which
involves roping a running horse around the back legs to slow it down and bring it to a standstill without
injury; and ternas, or team roping techniques used to down cattle for branding. The rodeos also included
other events that had little to do with the work of the ranch but showcased riders’ skill and bravery, such
as bull and bronc riding, sliding stops, bullfighting, and roping displays. These were social occasions, too,
featuring food, entertainment, and music as well as opportunities for courtship that were rare in the
sparsely settled, isolated ranching society of colonial Mexico. Collectively, these techniques, materials,
and social rituals constitute the pre-histories of charrería – the art, sport, and culture of charros.13
Although the early rodeos served pragmatic and social purposes, they were also essential
opportunities for the performance of masculinity, and for the negotiation (and sometimes transgression) of
the class and ethnic fissures that characterized Spanish colonial society. Nájera-Ramírez explains that for
the wealthy sons of the hacendado, the charreada was an important occasion to prove they were worthy
inheritors of their father’s land and business, while for the laboring vaqueros, the events were a chance to
show they were just as skillful as their social superiors. For these reasons, “charreadas were a means by
which men of any social class might prove themselves to be worthy charros and thus greatly enhance their
status as real men.”14 This sense of masculine unity across class differences rested on men’s shared
patriarchal status over women. According to Spanish law, a father controlled his daughters until his death
or until they married, at which point their husbands assumed control. The hacendado was expected and
assumed to rule and protect his wife and children, just as men of lower social status ruled over women
and children within and below their rank.15
The world of the rodeos/charreadas did not exist on the far northern frontier of New Spain – the
area that would become the U.S. Southwest – in any meaningful way until the early nineteenth century,
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on the eve of Mexican independence.16 Although Spanish settlers brought horses, cattle, and other
livestock on their colonial expeditions to the North, the region’s sparse population, near-constant warfare
with independent American Indians, the monopoly on land held by the Franciscan missions, and
extremely limited access to material goods stalled the development of an elite hacienda society.17 During
the 1820s and especially the 1830s, however, the newly independent Mexican government made
extensive land-grants to both Mexicans and foreigners, on the condition they attract settlers and make
capital improvements. The Mexican government also liberalized trade and immigration policies, which
enriched access to material goods among settlers of the far northern frontier, and permitted mestizos to
hold political office for the first time. The net impact of these changes was the creation of a newly
propertied, politically empowered class of Mexican landowners in the North, who formed the core of an
emergent but tenuous hacienda society by the 1830s.18
Hacendados and vaqueros, later grouped uneasily under the name charros, created a culture in the
Mexican North that was similar, though not identical, to that which existed in central-western Mexico.
Like their counterparts farther south, the newly empowered hacendados of el Norte depended almost
totally on the labor of women, indigenous, and mestizo workers, insisting on their cultural and biological
superiority as gente de razón. Also like their southern counterparts, they created a world marked by
leisure and lavishness – not as extensive as their counterparts in the Bajío, to be sure, but definitively so
relative to the vaqueros with whom they were co-creating a distinctly norteño version of Mexican
ranching and charro culture. The hacendados or charros of the North consumed and flaunted luxury goods
such as clothing, imported furniture, and ornately tooled saddles. They constructed and maintained
elaborate ranch homes with the red tile roofs, archways, and ornate woodwork that would later be
associated with the Mission Revival and Spanish Colonial Revival architectural styles. They also hosted
elaborate fandangos and festivals, including rodeos, that sustained a sense of community and kinship
among the region’s emerging elite class.19 Through their cultural rituals and efforts to shape the physical
landscape, they mimicked what they perceived as the more “authentic” ranching and charro cultures of
central Mexico, even as they adapted to the distinct political, economic, and geographic conditions of the
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North. This core tension, between the perceived authenticity of charrería in central Mexico and the
heterogeneous ranchero practices of el Norte/the U.S. Southwest, has been an enduring feature of
charrería ever since.
One key difference in the Mexican North was its intercultural nature, especially the presence and
influence of well-capitalized Anglo American men. Concerned more with local issues and private gain
than nationalist attachments, elite land-owning men in the North formed families, engaged in business
partnerships, and shared political power across ethnic and racial lines. Although the degree of
collaboration differed from place to place, elite Mexican men and elite Anglo men were partners, if
unevenly so, in shaping the region’s social structure and ranching culture both before and after U.S.
military conquest in 1848. They mingled together in the homes, ranchos, and plazas of the region’s
pueblos; they established business partnerships; they campaigned for elected office in roughly equal
numbers; and they participated together in violent mobs that criminalized the region’s indigenous and
working-class inhabitants.20 Laborers, too, joined together in crafting a transnational, working-class ranch
culture of significant hybridity. When white and Black American cowboys sought work on the long cattle
drives from Texas after the end of the U.S. Civil War, they adopted the style, equipment, language, and
ranching practices that mestizo and indigenous vaqueros had been using in Texas and Mexico for
decades. It was also common for ethnic Mexicans to compete in events organized by white promoters,
and for Anglo American and African American cowboys to cross the newly delineated border line to
participate in bullfights and rodeo-style contests in Mexico.21
The interculturalism of the nineteenth century U.S. Southwest generally, and of ranching culture
specifically, shifted dramatically with U.S. military conquest and the maturation of American capitalism.
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, signed in 1848 to end the U.S. War with Mexico, ceded approximately
half of Mexico’s territory to the United States –the future states of California, New Mexico, Arizona,
Texas, Utah, Nevada, and Colorado. The treaty gave the 100,000 Mexicans living in the region the choice
of relocating within Mexico’s newly established borders or converting to US citizenship; over 90 percent
chose the latter. Though the treaty was supposed to protect the religious, linguistic, civil, and property
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rights of those who opted to stay in the new U.S. territories, it usually failed to do so. Much of the land
previously held by the hacendado elite was systematically transferred to Anglo corporate ranchers and
agriculturalists, who fenced their lands and restricted access to public waterways, ending the era of the
open range. Anglo corporate ranchers also adopted scientific breeding methods and modern management
techniques, deskilling ranch work and alienating the large pool of working-class, multi-ethnic cowboys
and vaqueros.22
While U.S. conquest and the introduction of American corporate methods affected all cowboys
and vaqueros to some degree, they did so in ways sharply delineated by race and citizenship. Native
laborers, who had worked extensively in ranching and agriculture at the missions and the ranchos, were
routinely subjugated by laws and vigilantes that criminalized their cultural and spatial practices in order to
secure a cheap, captive labor force.23 African American and ethnic Mexican laborers, who made up
between one-quarter and one-third of the cowboy workforce, were also structurally subordinated within
the industry. They held the lowest-status positions, were frequently paid less than their Anglo American
counterparts, had little chance for upward mobility, and faced significant interpersonal hostility and
institutional discrimination.24 Ethnic Mexicans experienced these processes in direct relationship to the
military conquest and territorial dispossession that framed their racialization in the United States. As the
nineteenth century wore on, Mexicans of all class backgrounds, including many members of the elite
class, were displaced from the land, concentrated in the region’s rapidly expanding wage labor forces
(especially in agriculture, construction, and manufacturing), and confined to urban barrios and
agricultural colonias. These racialized spaces expanded still further when hundreds of thousands of
Mexican nationals fled the political violence and economic chaos of the Mexican Revolution in the early
twentieth century, seeking political peace as well as work in the Southwest’s burgeoning industrial
economy.25
All of these changes signaled the modernization and economic maturation of the region, now
rapidly urbanizing and industrializing, as well as the institutionalization of white American settler power
and the growing rigidity of national borders. But they also created significant and widespread anxiety
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about the shifting relationships between race, masculinity, and national identity in the early twentieth
century. During the Spanish and Mexican eras, elite Mexican men and elite American men in the U.S.
Southwest had enjoyed shared social status through their paternalistic control of land, animals, workers,
women, and children. After U.S. conquest, this form of patriarchy was replaced by a new conception of
manhood defined by control of mobile capital and capitalist industry; ownership of private property;
command of republican democracy and the instruments of republican citizenship; and adherence to
Victorian gender and sexual ideals. Similar processes were underway in Mexico as dictator Porfirio Díaz
opened the Mexican economy, land-base, and natural resources to foreign investment in the name of
modernizing the country. Elite and middle-class men in both the U.S. and Mexico struggled to perform
the emerging masculine ideals of their respective states in these rapidly changing political-economic
contexts. Their collective reaction, remarkably similar in both societies, was to seek a unifying masculine
symbol of nationhood: the cowboy in the United States, the charro in Mexico. Along the way, each figure
would become racialized and nationalized – the cowboy became “whitewashed” and the charro became
“brownwashed” – in ways that elided the significantly more complex, pluralistic, and hybrid social
history of ranching in both central-west Mexico and the U.S.-Mexico borderlands.

Making Race and Nation through Rural Horsemen
Throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, elites in both the U.S. and Mexico
responded to profound social change via cultural and political initiatives to sanctify the premodern rural
horseman as the iconic foundation of emerging national narratives. The point was not to return to the
agrarian world of the cowboy or the charro, but rather to celebrate him as part of the nation-state’s origin
story, thus freeing the modern nation to chart a progressive course forward under the leadership of a
conservative elite.26 In both the U.S. and Mexico, these nationalist cultural projects corresponded with,
and mollified resistance to, the hardening of economic and political inequalities along the lines of race
and citizenship.
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In the United States, the most prominent example of this phenomenon is Teddy Roosevelt’s selffashioning as a “rough rider.” Criticized for being genteel and effeminate in his early career, Roosevelt
remade himself as a cowboy to restore public perceptions of his manhood. This strategy carried him to
election to the U.S. presidency and helped him win support for his foreign policy initiatives, especially
those that brought new imperial possessions into the American fold.27 Other elite American and European
(especially British) men dressed in “Indian” clothing, coordinated “Indian” spiritual gatherings, and
established exclusive hunting clubs throughout the American West as well as Australia, Canada, East
Kenya, and other British colonies.28 They also sent their sons to ranch schools in the U.S. West that were,
as Melissa Bingmann explains, meant to “inculcate individualism, bravery, strength, democracy, hard
work, and fortitude … at the same time as they preserved boys’ status as the next generation of American
leaders.”29
By the 1930s, the U.S. mass culture industries spread similar practices of “playing cowboys and
Indians” to the working-classes, among whom they were meant to inculcate modern notions of
masculinity and citizenship through reference to – and implicit distancing from – a shared premodern
past. Corporate organizations such as the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association (PRCA), which
formed in 1936, promoted the idea that rodeo was an outgrowth of informal contests among Anglo – and
only Anglo – cowboys on the Texas open range. In this way, the PRCA’s shows and institutional histories
of rodeo differed markedly not only from the social history of ranching in Mexico and the U.S.
Southwest, but also the Wild West Shows of the 1890s, which had featured charros, vaqueros, and other
diverse characters in their casts.30 The country-western music industry likewise transformed the radical,
ethnically inflected working-class politics of individual musicians into a collective celebration of
conservative, and increasingly suburban, whiteness.31 The Western film industry, which reached its height
from the 1930s through the 1950s, also depicted the cowboy as a white American figure while relegating
Mexicans, African Americans, and indigenous characters to limited and stereotypical roles.32 Collectively,
these cultural products and practices mass-produced the idea that the cowboy was a working-class, white,
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and American male hero, obscuring the historic and ongoing participation of ethnic Mexicans, other
Latinos, African Americans, and indigenous people in rodeo and ranching.33
At the same time, their Mexican counterparts were engaged in a remarkably similar process via
their efforts to “brownwash” the charro. Mexican presidents and political elites from across the
ideological spectrum had long called upon the charro’s symbolism to bolster their authority and forge
national unity, but this agenda accelerated after the Mexican Revolution (1910-20) amid land reforms, the
commercialization of agriculture, industrialization, and the mass migration that these structural changes
unleashed.34 In order to consolidate their power and legitimacy while subduing social tensions, the
emergent Mexican state and the Mexican cultural elite created elaborate mythologies of the country’s
haciendas and ranchos. Popular culture, such as música ranchera (ranch/country music) and comedia
ranchera (ranch comedy, a cinematic genre similar to the American Western) constructed Mexico’s ranch
life as a much simpler time and place, where traditional gender roles and family structures held sway and
where diverse social classes lived peacefully together under the benevolent leadership of the patriarchal
hacendado/charro. These cultural forms elevated the charro to a heroic and quintessentially Mexican
national icon, while sweeping the tensions and inequalities of Mexican ranch life – past and present –
under the rug.35
Meanwhile, elite men in Mexico’s rapidly growing urban centers institutionalized the sporting
culture of charrería in ways that commemorated the historic ranching activities of the hacendado elite,
while eliding the roles of vaqueros, women, and people of indigenous and African descent. In 1921, they
established the first formal charro association in Guadalajara, Jalisco; others soon followed in Mexico
City and elsewhere. In 1932, a coalition of these charro associations successfully lobbied for September
14 to be declared Mexico’s “Day of the Charro,” and in 1933, they established the Federación Mexicana
de Charrería (FMCH) in Mexico City to regulate the sport’s practice. Under its elite, urban leadership, the
FMCH assumed an authoritative role in defining the structure and culture of charrería. It established
measurements for the size and shape of the lienzo and formalized the nine official suertes (events) of the
charreada, which can be seen in the photographic interlude following this introduction. The FMCH also
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developed guidelines for the number and use of the various trajes de charro, and passed a code of conduct
mandating sobriety, personal dignity, commitment to brotherhood, religiosity, and loyalty to Mexico.36
Equally important, the FMCH’s officers wrote and published “official” histories of charrería,
many of which remain highly influential today. These texts emphasized charrería’s evolution as a
distinctly Mexican, not Spanish, cultural form and centered on the role of landowning Mexican men,
rather than workers and women, in its making.37 These same histories located the origins of the charro
most decisively in Mexico City and the west-central states of Mexico, especially the Bajío – the states of
Jalisco, Aguascalientes, Queretaro, and Guanajuato – and Michoacán; according to Ricardo Pérez
Montfort, they “reduced the tremendous regional diversity of lo mexicano and emptied charro culture of
any indigenous signs or traces of class conflict.”38 Reductionist narratives of Mexico’s ranching history
were linked to policy. Wealthy landowners opposed agrarian reform on the grounds that it threatened a
treasured way of life that they claimed to protect, via their practice of charrería and other ranchero
cultural forms. Collectively, the FMCH’s codes, rules, and histories framed post-revolutionary Mexican
manhood around whiteness, social class privilege, and the geographies of central-west Mexico in ways
that reproduced historic inequities of race, class, gender, and citizenship into the mid-twentieth century –
much like the cowboy narratives and institutions then being created in the United States.
In both the United States and Mexico, then, the elevation of the cowboy and the charro to
masculine nationalist icons proceeded in strikingly similar ways and toward similar ends. In both nations,
the rural horseman channeled nostalgia for a premodern, patriarchal, and colonial past at a time of
widening inequality and growing dissent, helping to unify diverse national populations through invocation
of a supposedly shared cultural heritage. Though constructed as distinct figures, the cowboy and the
charro were produced in relationship to each other. Indeed, the parallel construction of each figure
reflected and helped to define the prevailing cultural norms and values of each nation-state, as well as
their unequal positions within the global political economy. Constructed as an individualized symbol of
working-class, white, rugged manhood who guided the nation’s divinely ordained western expansion, the
cowboy was an emblem of the United States’ position as a settler nation, as well as American elites’
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growing control of territorial possessions and colonies – including much of Mexico – in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The charro, on the other hand, helped cultivate attachment to
Mexico after decades of war, conquest, and revolution, as its leaders struggled to define a modern
economic and political system amid debt and corruption, as well as territorial loss and ongoing migration
to the United States.
To this day, these historical, cultural, and geopolitical differences are fully apparent in the
stylistic differences between the cowboy and the charro. Spectators and journalists who encounter the two
cultural forms inevitably comment on their differences. Cowboys embrace a rugged, informal, and
utilitarian aesthetic that communicates the cowboy’s working-class symbolism and American emphasis
on economic efficiency: they wear Wrangler jeans, plaid button-up shirts, and cowboy boots, with only a
prized silver belt buckle for ornamentation. Charros, by contrast, wear formal and elegant trajes de charro,
hand-crafted sombreros, intricately tooled leather belts, and boots of the highest-quality calfskin, all of
which signal their aspirations to dignity, respect, and cultural pride. Individualism versus collectivism are
powerful differences as well: U.S. rodeo cowboys mostly compete as individuals, whereas charros
specialize in particular events but ride, practice, travel, and compete as members of teams. In addition,
while U.S. rodeo cowboys tend to be professionals who travel a competitive circuit in search of prize
money, charros are amateurs who compete primarily for tradition, status, and pride. Aside from prizes
such as saddles, belt buckles, or horse trailers (and these are increasing with growing corporate
sponsorship of events), winners of charro competitions do not receive money. The stylistic differences
between the cowboy and the charro circulate in the spaces and events of the American-style rodeo and the
Mexican charreada, as well, where the national, racial, and gender identities associated with both
practices are performed and negotiated. As Kathleen Sands notes, “in rodeo, speed and strength are
dominant values, reflecting the value Americans place on efficiency, practicality, endurance, and power.
In charreada, style and precision dominate, reflecting the emphasis Mexican culture places on elegance,
colorful embellishment, baroque richness, and mastery.”39
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The cultural and stylistic differences between charrería and American-style rodeo matter greatly
to charros in the United States, as they navigate their complex relationships to both nationalist formations
and their associated logics of race, class, gender, and citizenship. For many ethnic Mexicans in the United
States, the charro’s noble, dignified, communal, and prideful character articulates a defiant Mexican
identity that stands in implicit contrast, as well as subtle resistance, to histories of U.S. imperial
expansion, economic dominance, and racial violence through which ethnic Mexicans have been
persistently subjugated. This is a key reason why the charro has been such a popular figure among ethnic
Mexicans in the United States for over a century. For them, the charro is at once the “original cowboy,”
an elite form of patriarchal manhood, and a revered symbol of Mexican identity. As a composite of these
multiple meanings, values, and potentials, the charro has cohered ethnic Mexicans in the United States in
their collective resistance to conquest, displacement, and institutionalized racism.

Charros and Charrería in the United States
Like diasporic subjects around the world, both past and present, ethnic Mexicans in the United States
have drawn on the figure of the charro to address their distinct needs and experiences in the U.S., while
simultaneously shaping the Mexican nationalist project of charrería from abroad. 40 Beginning in the
1880s but especially after the 1930s, ethnic Mexicans turned to the charro to demonstrate their loyalty to
Mexico and their authenticity as Mexican cultural subjects in diaspora, while also laboring to transform
their living conditions in the United States. In doing so, they challenged all-too-recent histories of
dispossession, alienation, and subjugation and began the work of remapping race and national identity.
This project was, at first, concentrated among elite Mexicans and their descendants living in the
U.S. Southwest, especially through late 19th century literature that remembered and honored the world of
the hacienda.41 But such commemorations gained steam in the 1920s and ‘30s, amid the tremendous
transnational migration unleashed by the Mexican Revolution and subsequent efforts to rebuild postrevolutionary Mexico. During this period, Mexican elected officials, diplomats, businessmen, and
filmmakers traveled extensively throughout the U.S. Southwest and sometimes beyond, to New York City
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and other influential urban centers on the eastern seaboard. As they traveled through the United States,
these elite figures tried to cultivate both political and economic opportunities for themselves and loyalty
to the nation among Mexicans living in diaspora.42 Among them were officers of the newly organized
Federación Mexicana de Charrería (FMCH), who were not only charros but also businessmen and
politicians.43 Entertainers and performers such as Tito Guízar, Pedro Infante, Jorge Negrete, and Antonio
Águilar, to name just a few of the more famous, also traveled extensively throughout the United States
during the early and mid-twentieth century, infusing ranchero cultural ideas and practices into American
popular culture.44
The ranchero nationalism that these Mexican figures promoted during their travels provided a
framework within which working-class Mexican migrants in the U.S. Southwest negotiated the
complexities of their daily lives. Across the U.S. Southwest during the 1920s and ‘30s, Mexican migrants
and Mexican Americans immersed themselves in charro- and ranch-themed mass culture. They sang
along to the ranchera songs that played on Spanish radio stations, and watched comedias rancheras at
Spanish-language theaters in San Antonio, El Paso, Tucson, Los Angeles, and other cities and towns.
They dressed as charros and chinas poblanas for Cinco de Mayo and Mexican Independence Day parades,
often sponsored by the Mexican consulates, that wound through the streets of the U.S. Southwest’s
growing Mexican barrios. The expanding class of ethnic organizations and mutual-aid societies that
served Mexican migrants and their communities also drew on ranchero cultural forms. For example, they
sponsored events at “Spanish”-themed locations, like Olvera Street in Los Angeles or La Villita in San
Antonio – many of which had been conceived, designed, and financed by the Anglo elite – where they
encouraged Mexican migrants to dress up as charros and dance the jarabe tapatío.45
Ethnic Mexicans’ embrace of charros, charrería, and other ranchero cultural forms during this
period complicates current scholarly understanding of the so-called “Spanish fantasy past.” The term was
first coined by critic and journalist Carey McWilliams, who used it to describe the constellation of Anglo
American cultural projects that glorified the Spanish colonial era and justified indigenous genocide and
Mexican dispossession in the U.S. Southwest.46 The Spanish fantasy past took many forms, among them a
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relentless parade of “Spanish”-themed costume parties, pageants, preservation of the Spanish missions,
Spanish Revival and Mission Revival architecture, and mission-themed school curricula. The Spanish
fantasy past reached its heyday in the 1920s and’30s, when it worked to boost local identity and attract
tourists and settlers. Institutionalized in civic organizations and concretized in the physical landscape, it
persists in the public culture of southwestern cities to this day.47 Yet ethnic Mexicans’ attachment to the
charro and other ranchero cultural forms from the 1930s onward should give us pause in dismissing the
Spanish fantasy past as only an expression of white Americans’ imperialist nostalgia or modernist
anxieties. Their use of the charro and associated ranchero forms, whether through movie-going, parades,
performances, or parties, allowed them to exercise cultural citizenship through the claiming of public
space in ways that were otherwise often denied.48 At a time when the U.S.-Mexico border was selectively
but violently patrolled, and when pressures for Americanization were especially intense, ethnic Mexicans
could work within the “Spanish” fantasy past to express their longings for Mexico and the pains of
dislocation, migration, and racial subjugation. And they could do so in ways that were supported by
powerful Mexican institutions and palatable to Anglo Americans, who may not have even recognized the
Mexican nationalist impulses at work within the “Spanish” culture they valorized.
Amid widespread economic affluence, the ascendance of postwar liberalism, and the burgeoning
Mexican American civil rights movement after World War Two, the charro became a much more focused
and intentional conduit for organized political and cultural activity. In this period, middle-class and
upwardly mobile ethnic Mexican men – many of them now veterans, parents, homeowners, and business
owners – went from watching charros on stage or screen to competing and performing as charros
themselves. As they formed charro associations and rode and competed together, ethnic Mexican men
used the symbolic power of the charro and the organizational structure of the charro associations to
pursue opportunity and inclusion in U.S. institutions. The chapters that follow consider a range of these
initiatives, organized by time period, geography, and the kinds of institutions that U.S. charros targeted
for change. The first four chapters explore charros’ work at the local level as they labored to transform the
institutions that had been key to their racial subjugation in those places, from state violence in Los
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Angeles to economic disenfranchisement in San Antonio to school segregation in Denver and suburban
public space in southern California. The final chapter then considers how U.S. charros have “scaled up”
from the U.S. Southwest and border region to the national level in recent years, becoming formal political
actors at the national level as they respond to animal welfare concerns.
As will become apparent, the scope of the U.S. charros’ work has been wide-ranging and diverse.
The charro’s flexibility as a symbol of dignity and autonomy has made him useful for a wide range of
social struggles, and the opportunities pursued by charros in one city did not necessarily make sense for
their counterparts in another. Instead, their initiatives have generally responded to the local geographies of
racial subjugation, as well as the unique opportunities born by the particularities of place. In exploring
this geographic variability, this book aims to nurture the burgeoning field of Chicanx and Latinx
geographies, which explores how the social production of space and place shapes Latinx identity, the
location of Latinx people within structures of inequality, and the form and content of their resistance to
the spatial conditions of their lives. With regards to this study, it is not only that the social world of the
charro was historically more complex than is often remembered, but that the spatial form of the hacienda
and its chief protagonist, the charro, developed across the Spanish empire and post-independence Mexico,
including the region that became the U.S. Southwest, in highly uneven ways. These differentiated
geographies have affected not only how ethnic Mexicans since the 1930s have understood and mobilized
the charro, but also whether the charro “sticks” at all as a meaningful way of knowing the land, forming
collective consciousness, and advocating for change. The diversity and unevenness of these initiatives
illustrates sociologist Wendy Wolford’s contention that any social movement “is shaped by – and shapes
– the way people internalize and engage with their specific material and symbolic spatial environments.”49
Put differently, the historic and ongoing production of space matters to whether and how ethnic Mexicans
find the charro meaningful, useful, or effective as an instrument of social change.
The charro emerged first as a unifying force for social change in California and Texas – places
where elite hacienda culture developed most fully under Spanish and Mexican rule, where ethnic
Mexicans retained significant power for a brief period after U.S. conquest, and where the largest numbers
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of Mexican migrants moved during and after the Mexican Revolution. For these reasons, ethnic Mexicans
who mobilized the charro in these border states were able to achieve some significant political, economic,
and spatial gains. The first two chapters document their efforts, looking at the establishment and early
work of the first U.S. charro associations founded in San Antonio and Los Angeles just after World War
Two. In Los Angeles, as Chapter 1 shows, working-class charros from the East Los Angeles barrio
negotiated an alliance with Eugene Biscailuz, the elite descendant of Spanish-Mexican Californios who
headed the Los Angeles Sheriffs Department (LASD) from 1932 to 1958. This relationship allowed the
East L.A. charros to join the LASD’s mounted posse program and serve as extras in The Young Land
(1959), an important film about racial justice in California during the transition to U.S. settler rule. These
activities enabled working-class and middle-class ethnic Mexican men to claim a limited form of state
power, at a time when the city’s law enforcement agencies were otherwise targeting Mexicans for
harassment and persecution. Meanwhile in San Antonio, as Chapter 2 explains, the city’s tiny class of
Mexican American businessmen formed a charro association that worked with a wide range of civic
groups, in both South Texas and northern Mexico, to build the city’s postwar tourist economy. Their
focus on entrepreneurship and business networking gave them power over the shaping of San Antonio’s
culture and landscape in ways denied most other ethnic Mexican groups in South Texas at the time,
though their initiatives primarily benefitted middle-class men with a pro-capitalist outlook.
Beginning in the late 1960s and well through the 1980s, a period marked by the rise and demise
of the Chicano Movement, struggles for land, and pride in Mexican cultural heritage, charros and their
associations operated in the service of ethnic Mexicans’ efforts to integrate public institutions and public
spaces. Buoyed by an increasingly influential cadre of Mexican American politicians and businessmen,
charros began making more direct claims upon American institutions and social spaces, frequently
deploying the language of “original cowboys” to do so. In Colorado, as Chapter 3 explains, ethnic
Mexicans used the charro as a resource for bilingual education in Denver Public Schools, the integration
of the Colorado State Fair in Pueblo, expanded Hispanic participation in celebrations of the American
Bicentennial in 1976, and the diversification of public art at the state capitol in Denver. Back in Los
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Angeles, as Chapter 4 shows, ethnic Mexican men used charrería to make claims upon public space in
their new suburban neighborhoods, even while they assumed increasing financial risk as Latino-majority
suburbs weathered the worst of southern California’s economic restructuring and neoliberal austerity.
In the 1990s, hemispheric free-trade agreements and neocolonial interventions by the U.S. and
other nations in Mexico’s economy propelled unprecedented displacement and migration to the United
States, with many migrants settling in new areas in the interior and Midwest. The expansion of migrant
communities and their ranchero cultural practices, especially in new locations, made U.S. charros subject
to a new force of racialization from an unlikely (and progressive) source: the animal welfare movement.
Since the 1990s, animal welfare activists in the United States have objected to several events in the
charreadas, which are now banned and criminally prosecuted in more than a dozen U.S. states. Adopted
alongside other high-profile laws directed at ethnic Mexicans, such as California’s Proposition 187 or
Arizona’s SB 1070, these laws have contributed to the production of Mexican immigrant “illegality” by
constructing ethnic Mexicans and other Latinos – regardless of citizenship status – as illegitimate,
criminal subjects and by curtailing their access to public space. Yet, as Chapter 5 also shows, these same
laws have galvanized U.S. charros to organize politically for the first time, scaling up to impact the U.S.
legislative system while propelling important conversations about the ethics of charrería in both the
United States and Mexico.
Considered collectively, the initiatives documented here illuminate key historical and spatial
processes in the racialization of ethnic Mexicans, as well as transformative moments in their politicization
and ongoing resistance via the charro and lo ranchero. They also offer a number of new perspectives and
theoretical insights for American history, southwestern history, and ethnic studies, especially Chicanx and
Latinx studies. Among these are the significance of the ethnic Mexican middle-class in Mexican
American history and in the shaping of the Southwest’s racial geographies; the tension between ethnic
Mexicans’ interlocking histories as both colonizers and colonized in the U.S. Southwest; the complex
relationships to whiteness and modernity that this tension has produced; and the negotiation of
masculinity as it intersects with race, class, citizenship, and place.
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One important thread relates to class formation among middle-class ethnic Mexicans in the
United States. Most participants in charrería are middle-class, upwardly mobile, even elite. To be sure,
“middle-class” is a vast category that includes people with a range of incomes, education levels, and
social statuses, and ethnic Mexicans’ experience of middle-class status in the United States has been
sharply influenced by their racial position – all of which will soon become apparent in this book. Even so,
participation in Mexican rodeo, like other equestrian sports, requires significant disposable income.
Charros must pay for their own well-trained horses, saddles, bridles, trajes, horse trailers, travel expenses,
and leasing fees for rough stock (steers, horses, and other animals they use in practices and competitions).
Though it is still more accessible than in Mexico, where charrería remains the province of the elite, in the
United States the sport is limited to those with some degree of economic security and capital. However, it
is this same class status, as well as the charro’s symbolism as a respectable and culturally conservative
figure, that has given charros and their associations significant institutional power, especially in areas that
have been unavailable to their working-class counterparts. It also means that the charros have focused on
aspects of social life that are particularly relevant to the middle-class: small business entrepreneurship,
home-ownership, and suburban space, for example. In documenting these initiatives with attention to their
class politics, this book contributes to a burgeoning scholarship on the Mexican American middle-class,
whose experiences, perspectives, and social change strategies have sometimes differed markedly from
their working-class co-ethnics.50
Charros’ relatively privileged class standing has made them especially effective in transforming
racial geographies – the racial organization and meanings of space. Charrería resembles sports like soccer,
which, as Juan Javier Pescador has argued, provide an opportunity for players, food vendors, musicians,
and spectators to “mexicanize the urban landscape and manifest their right to public facilities.”51
Charrería accomplishes this same goal to an even greater extent, because the charreada requires
distinctive facilities: a large keyhole-shaped arena known as a lienzo, as well as corrals and stables to
keep horses and other livestock, grandstands, and other structures. These physical landscapes are both
more permanent and more expensive than those required by soccer and other sports in which Latinos
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participate in large numbers. As such, they require significant private and public investment. As middleclass figures with connections to Anglo American, Mexican, and Mexican American power structures,
charros have played a crucial role in brokering these investments and the relationships on which they rest.
In doing so, charros have mexicanized the southwestern landscape via their production of urban lienzos –
the modern spatial counterpart of the historic rancho and hacienda – and reclaimed the territorial power of
ethnic Mexicans in the region.
In this respect, the practice of charrería in the United States invokes simultaneously a colonial
imaginary and a nationalist one. As Chicanx Studies scholars Nicole Giudotti-Hernández, Laura Pulido,
Rosaura Sánchez, Beatrice Pita, and others have argued, Mexicans in what became the U.S. Southwest
were historically both active agents of Spanish and Mexican colonialism before 1848 and victims of U.S.
empire and racialized class structures thereafter.52 When mobilized as sports culture or strategy of civil
rights and place-making, charrería celebrates the first process in order to challenge the second. It
commemorates historic Spanish and Mexican colonial ranching societies in order to resist the conquest,
displacement, and exploitation of Mexicans by U.S. institutions, but it largely ignores the ways in which
haciendas and ranchos did the same for indigenous inhabitants. The practice of charrería among Mexicans
in the United States has thus involved a process of whitening: claims to power rest on invocations of a
violent colonial past. These fissures reverberate with the tensions around social class, race, and region that
have long simmered within articulations of Mexican nationalism. Given the charro’s roots in the westcentral states of Mexico – a region associated with whiteness, haciendas, and the nationalist elite – for
example, he has had little appeal to migrants who hail from states such as Veracruz, with its AfroCaribbean heritage and connections, or the southern, largely indigenous states of Oaxaca and Chiapas.
The tensions related to class privilege, whiteness, and colonialism are also intimately bound up
with gender identity and performance, because the charro is an indisputably masculine form of power.
The operation of masculinity among U.S. charros is complex and multifaceted, echoing the findings of
recent scholarship on Latino masculinities, especially in contexts of migration.53 Although the world of
charrería is certainly built on men’s violence and control, especially of animals, the men who perform as
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charros typically aspire to caballerismo – a form of masculinity that values nurturance, protection of the
family, dignity, wisdom, hard work, and emotional connectedness. To be a caballero is to communicate a
man’s ability to protect, care for, and speak on behalf of his family and community. These aspirations
have been extensively critiqued by Chicana feminists, but from the perspective of male charros, they are
positive qualities.54 The charro also represents masculine skill and dignity in a way that stands in explicit
contrast to the image of stoop labor – the bent-over, faceless, laboring brown body – that otherwise
frames so much of the Mexican experience in the United States.55 Finally, participation in charrería, like
other sports popular among Latino men, allows male participants to perform their competitiveness,
aggressiveness, and resistance to pain in a public arena, while developing leadership skills, building social
networks that transcend geography and generation, and traveling extensively throughout the United
States, Mexico, and beyond.56 Small wonder that ethnic Mexican men have admired and emulated this
figure so consistently across time and place.
Still, the very qualities that make charro masculinity appealing to many ethnic Mexican men also
facilitate its reproduction as a patriarchal, aggressive, and violent form of masculinity. As historian José
Alamillo and sociologist Michael Messner have both demonstrated, competitive sports like charrería tend
to cultivate masculine cultures of violence, risk, and aggression that are damaging not only to women,
non-normative men, and animals, but also the male charros themselves.57 Despite the codes of conduct
developed by the FMCH and individual men’s aspirations to caballerismo, drinking, fighting, sexual
harassment, and animal abuse sometimes do occur, especially at non-sanctioned charreadas or jaripeos
and coleadores (bull-riding and steer-tailing events, respectively).58 Sexism is also woven into the very
structure of the sport. Women participate in charrería, but only in highly gendered, stereotypical roles – as
queens, escaramuzas (female riders), and wives and mothers laboring behind the scenes – through which
they reproduce what Rosa Linda Fregoso has called the “masculine family drama” of Mexican cultural
nationalism.59 Non-human animals, especially cattle and horses but also dogs, sheep, and chickens, play a
similar role: they are expected to labor on behalf of the reproduction of Mexican nationalist culture, even
when doing so means risking significant violence and harm.60
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These tensions will figure prominently in this book, as will the challenges levied against charros
and charrería on the basis of class and gender. Yet they have also spurred the ongoing evolution of
charrería as both nationalist and transnational Mexican cultural practice. The women who participate in
charrería as escaramuzas and queens, for example, have found creative ways to exercise agency within
the sport, while also pushing for subtle changes to gender roles and structures – changes that at least some
male charros also support.61 Outside the lienzo, in the cultural spheres of literature, reality television, and
mariachi music, Mexican and Mexican American artists and writers have used the figure of the charro to
imagine productive new relationships between gender, sexuality, and nation.62 For all its pretenses to
nostalgically represent the premodern agrarian past of modern Mexico, charrería is a living and changing
cultural form. It has consistently responded to the shifting realities and perspectives of diverse subjects,
both in Mexico and in diaspora, enabling those subjects to engage in remapping the intersections of race,
class, gender, and national identity.

Methods, Sources, and Commitments
Before moving on, I want to situate myself more explicitly in relationship to this study. I came to this
project through my experiences growing up in a horse-keeping neighborhood in suburban Los Angeles
during the late 1980s and early ‘90s. My family and I lived in Shadow Hills, one of four neighborhoods in
the City of Los Angeles where the right to keep and ride horses is protected by municipal zoning. After
school and on weekends, my friends and I rode our horses in Hansen Dam, a flood control channel that
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers constructed in the 1950s. Because of regulations attached to flood
control projects in the mid-twentieth century, Hansen Dam also functions as a regional recreation center.
It is full of trails and shallow streams where my friends and I rode our horses, splashing in the cool water
and enjoying the shade during Los Angeles’s blistering hot summer days. But Hansen Dam was also the
site of immense racial tensions between the majority-white residents of my neighborhood, which abutted
Hansen Dam to the south, and the Latino residents who lived in residential communities on the northern
and western sides of the dam. I documented some of these conflicts in my book, Making the San
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Fernando Valley: Rural Landscapes, Urban Development, and White Privilege, which explored the
relationships between intentional rural landscapes and the reproduction of white privilege in Los Angeles,
especially as the city became majority-Latino. Tensions between white and Latino users of public space in
that corner of the San Fernando Valley spiked during my young adulthood in the 1990s, amid the antiimmigrant sentiment that gripped California at the time. They continue to simmer today, albeit at a lower
boil.
For me, one of the most puzzling tensions at that time centered on the figure of the Mexican
horseman – the same figure I now recognize as the charro. Occasionally, while out riding in Hansen Dam,
my friends and I encountered Mexican men riders who wore trajes de charro, complete with bow ties and
wide sombreros. They rode prancing, well-groomed horses outfitted in intricately carved saddles and
bridles, decorated with flashes of silver. My friends and I, riding bareback and barefoot in our cut-off
denim shorts, had no idea what to make of these men; we simply said “hello” as we passed, as we did to
everyone we met out riding. Afterwards, though, I can recall my friends saying things like, “those
Mexicans – always trying to show off on their horses. Always trying to be macho.” White adults in the
neighborhood made similar remarks. These casual comments imprinted in my young mind the idea that
cultural conflict was bound up with competing histories of horsemanship, and that those competing
histories were connected to contemporary struggles over physical space.
Years later, while doing research for Making the San Fernando Valley, I stumbled upon evidence
of a group of charros, the Charros Emiliano Zapata, who had sub-leased part of Hansen Dam from the
City of Los Angeles during the mid-1970s in order to host charreadas for the San Fernando Valley’s
growing Latino population. Due to protests from animal welfare and environmental activists, that group
lost their lease in 1980 – the same moment when homeowner activists in my own majority-white
neighborhood were successfully lobbying municipal officials to create zoning codes that protected horsekeeping and the “rural” lifestyle. I explore the story of the Charros Emiliano Zapata more fully in Chapter
Four. But my initial encounter with the archival materials of this group confirmed my childhood
impressions: horses, horsemen, and the claims on private property and public space they enabled were
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important axes of struggle and inequality in Los Angeles. Later, I would discover that such struggles were
not limited to my corner of southern California, nor were they a unique feature of suburban life in the late
twentieth century. Quite the contrary: they dated at least to the 1930s, and were rooted in even deeper
histories of conquest, racial subjugation, and labor exploitation – all of which still structure life and
landscape in the region, though they have never been uncontested.
My formative encounters with the charro, as a young white woman riding horses in a city that
was rapidly becoming majority-Latino in the late twentieth century, shape the way I relate to and narrate
the stories in this book. This book is not an ethnographic account, and while I am attentive to internal
conversations within ethnic Mexican communities about the evolving meanings of the charro and
charrería, especially in relationship to gender and animal welfare, my primary goal is to analyze the
charro’s public-facing work. My focus is on how ethnic Mexicans have mobilized the charro to nurture
cultural and social connections with Mexico while transforming the economies, institutions, public
cultures, and spatial arrangements of the U.S. cities where they live, work, and play. Given my own
background in a majority-white community that was devoted to myths of the “Wild West,” where I
observed the racialized construction of national history in physical space, I am especially interested in
how the charro challenges whitewashed histories of the frontier and the cowboy – how their claims to be
the “original cowboys,” whether explicit or implicit, enable Mexican Americans’ pursuit of equity,
access, and inclusion.
To understand these processes, let us begin with Los Angeles, which is both the city where I first
encountered the charro in the late 1990s and the place where he first emerged as a guiding force for ethnic
Mexicans’ collective action, more than a half-century before.
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Figure 1. The charreada is held in and around the lienzo charro – a keyhole-shaped arena consisting of
two distinct but connected spaces. A long, rectangular lane measuring 39 feet wide by 200 feet long leads
into a circular area, the ruedo, which is 130 feet in diameter. The lienzo is usually surrounded by metal
bleachers (sometimes covered, sometimes not) and a judges’ platform where officials can safely observe
and score the events; a dance floor for entertainment may be nearby. Attached to the lienzo are holding
pens for the horses, bulls, and steers, which are released into the lienzo as needed. Outside of the lienzo
are stables, practice areas, outbuildings, parking lots, concession stands, and other landscape features.
Pictured here is the Lienzo Charro de la Viga in Mexico City, 2014. Photo by Comisión Mexicana de
Filmaciones, licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic license.

Figure 2. The first of nine charreada events is the cala, a series of reining maneuvers in which the rider
races the horse down the long, narrow part of the lienzo to arrive in the ruedo, then brings the horse to a
sliding stop, or raya. The rider then urges the horse to spin rapidly on one back foot, first in one direction
and then the other. Finally, the rider backs the horse all the way out of the arena. The purpose of the cala
is to show the horse’s dexterity and nimbleness, as well as the rider’s mastery of subtle cues conveyed
through leg pressure, shifts in body weight, and near-imperceptible applications of the reins. In this photo,
the charro performs the sliding stop while the judge and the announcer look on. Photo by Al Rendón,
used with permission.
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Figure 3. The second charreada event is the piales en lienzo, in which members of competing teams
attempt to rope a running mare who is racing down the long narrow section of the lienzo. The riders throw
a loop in front of the mare, then allow her to race through it and be caught by the hind legs. Once the
horse’s hind legs have been captured – a difficult task – the charro brings her to a slow, gradual stop. He
has three chances to do so. The purpose of this event, historically, was to catch a loose horse for branding,
feeding, or medical care on the open range. Nowadays, the piales serve to demonstrate the charro’s
capacity to use exceptionally long ropes in a confined space. It has become one of the more controversial
charreada events, and in some U.S. states it is no longer performed. Photo by Louis DeLuca for the Dallas
Morning News, 2016, used with permission.

Figure 4. The third charreada event is the cola, which translates literally as “tail,” and in the context of
charreada refers to the practice of “tailing a bull” (or, much more commonly, a steer – a castrated bull).
The rider runs alongside a fleeing steer, tries to grab the animal’s tail, and, if successful, wraps the tail
around his leg or boot, using both his arm strength and the leverage of his weight to flip the animal to the
ground. Like the piales and the manganas, this activity originated on the Mexican range before the use of
ropes, when vaqueros needed to bring loose animals to the ground. Also like these other events, the cola
has drawn the attention of animal welfare activists concerned about damage to the steer’s spine. However,
charros note that the event is equally risky for human riders: the cola is a physically demanding event that
frequently burns the rider’s hand as the rope sizzles through his palm, and sometimes breaks fingers.
Despite the risk of injury, it remains an important and valued event, in both full-fledged charreadas and in
separate events called coleaderos, because it allows charros to demonstrate their strength and dexterity.
Photo by Smiley Pool for the Dallas Morning News, 2015, used with permission.
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Figure 5. The fourth charreada event is the jinete de toro – bull riding. U.S.-style rodeo has an almost
identical event, but requires the rider to stay on the bull for only 8 seconds. In the Mexican version of the
event, the rider not only tries to stay on until the bull is subdued, he also earns extra points by spurring the
animal when it begins to slow down, thus prolonging the ride. The jinete may also use two hands to hold
onto the grab rope, whereas in the U.S. style of bullriding the cowboy may use only one hand. Unlike the
other charreada events derived from practical skills required for working with cattle, bull riding is
primarily a demonstration of skillful play that developed in the recreational parts of the historic roundup.
Photo by Al Rendón, used with permission.

Figure 6. The fifth charreada event, which begins as soon as the bull rider has dismounted in jinete de
toro and involves the same bull or steer, is the terna en el ruedo, or team roping. Much like U.S.-style
team roping, this event features teams of riders trying to rope the head and hind legs of the bull, then
stretch it on the ground in a subdued position. In American rodeo, team roping is the only event where
men and women compete alongside each other in professionally sanctioned competition. In the charreada,
it remains an exclusively male event. Unlike U.S.-style team roping, in which a time limit of 30 seconds
is imposed, charros also have 8 minutes to complete the task. With the extended time, charros
demonstrate fancy and trick roping; the style and execution of the rope flourishes are as important as
accuracy in the event’s scoring. Judges also award points depending on the distance from which the lasso
is thrown to catch the bull. Photo by Al Rendón, used with permission.
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Figure 7. The sixth charreada event is the jinete de yegua, or bronc riding. Like the bull-riding event, in
this event the charro rides a wild mare until she stops bucking, becomes calm, and can be dismounted
quietly. Photo by Al Rendón, used with permission.

Figure 8. The seventh and eighth charreada events are the manganas a pie and manganas a caballo, in
which competitors on foot or on horseback, respectively, rope a running mare’s front legs in order to
bring her to the ground in a shoulder roll. Mounted team members chase the mare around the ruedo to
ensure she keeps running. Often called “horse tripping” by critics, the manganas have become the most
controversial of the charreada events in the United States; as of this writing, they have been banned by a
dozen U.S. states, and U.S. charros have agreed they will no longer perform the event in its traditional
form anywhere in the United States. This photograph, by Al Rendón and used with permission, was taken
prior to that change.
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Figure 9. The final competitive event of the charreada is the paso de la muerte, which translates as “pass
of death” or the death leap. In this event, the contestant races his own well-trained horse alongside an
untamed horse around the outside of the ruedo, as his teammates try to keep the wild horse against the
curving wall. When the two horses are directly alongside each other, the contestant leaps from his own
horse to the bare back of the galloping wild mare, with only her mane to grab onto, then rides her to a stop
before dismounting. Considered the most dangerous of all the charreada events, the rider is in serious
jeopardy of being trampled by the mare or his own teammates. It tends to be practiced and performed by
the youngest, fittest, and most daring men on a team. Photo by Al Rendón, used with permission.

Figure 10. Many charreadas also include one event for women: the escaramuza. “Escaramuza” translates
literally as “skirmish,” but in the context of the charreada it refers to a women’s mounted drill team. Six
to twelve young women – usually the daughters, granddaughters, or nieces of male charros – execute
complicated maneuvers while riding their horses sidesaddle at breakneck speed. They typically perform
their routines halfway through a charreada, as a sort of intermission or exhibit, and their performance is
not scored or judged (though escaramuzas may compete against each other in separate women-only
events). Escaramuzas wear the outfit of Adelitas, in honor of the women who participated in the Mexican
Revolution as officers, combatants, and camp followers. Photo by Al Rendón, used with permission.
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CHAPTER THREE
Creating Multicultural Public Institutions in Denver and Pueblo

In the late 1960s and ‘70s, ethnic Mexicans established dozens of new charro associations in the United
States. The expansion of charrería at this time reflected a newly politicized racial identity, most visibly
associated with the Chicano Movement, as well as Mexican Americans’ upward mobility and their
growing access to homeownership, especially in suburbs. By March 1975, there were 58 U.S.-based
charro associations formally affiliated with Mexico’s Federación Mexicana de Charrería (FMCH),
prompting the FMCH to appoint a special executive assistant to the United States for the first time.1 The
charro associations of this era mobilized in the service of creating more responsive public institutions and
public spaces for the exercise of cultural citizenship.
The U.S. charros who mobilized in this period worked within a dramatically different political
landscape than their predecessors – one marked by the desegregation of public institutions, new federal
protections on voting and from discrimination, and the implementation of affirmative action, equal
opportunity, and War on Poverty programs. It was a hard-fought and hard-won political order in which
American institutions were expected to not only reflect the diversity of the U.S. population, but also right
historic wrongs. New and expanded public programs promised to redistribute social and economic
resources through the intentional, proactive inclusion of Mexican Americans and other people of color.
While public memory tends to focus on the era’s social movements, much of this broad shift proceeded
through the arduous – and much less visible – work of building and transforming public institutions from
within. As in other communities of color, civic-minded Mexican Americans filed lawsuits, joined human
relations committees, conducted research, put pressure on their employers, and lobbied their elected
officials to ensure that ethnic Mexicans could fully access the new slate of public resources.
These shifts in the political landscape corresponded to, and also propelled, a seismic shift in the
ways that charros and ethnic Mexicans more broadly understood and articulated their racial identity in the
United States. As the previous two chapters showed, the charros who mobilized in the 1940s and ‘50s

1

subscribed to a politics of respectability that rested, in part, on demonstrating Mexican Americans’
proximity to whiteness. They cultivated interpersonal relations with Anglos and used tactics of
negotiation and persuasion to access white institutional power, whether the police state in Los Angeles or
the economy in San Antonio. With the advent of civil rights laws and the expansion of redistributive
programs, claiming whiteness or demonstrating respectability was no longer the most obvious strategy for
redress. Instead, it became necessary to articulate a coherent identity as an oppressed group – to shift
“from pursuing whiteness to claiming brownness.”2 Thus, it was in this period that Mexican Americans
began to articulate more forcefully their distinct experiences of racialization: conquest, displacement from
the land, economic subjugation, and ongoing discrimination on the basis of language, culture, and
heritage. They lobbied for redistributive and compensatory programs that addressed their specific needs
and experiences, such as bilingual education and publicly financed celebrations of Mexican heritage.
Increasingly, they could count on the support of Latino public officials, elected in the wake of civil rights
laws and voter registration drives, rather than making overtures across racial lines to politicians who were
almost exclusively white, as in years past.
All of this work relied on cultivating a shared racial identity, and the charro provided important
grist for the mill. This was especially true in Colorado, the subject of this chapter, which had much
weaker ties to Mexico than the border states of Texas, California, and Arizona and where fractured racial
identification among Spanish-speaking peoples had long impeded their political mobilization. By the
1960s, much of the ethnic Mexican population of Colorado identified as “Hispano,” not Mexican, and
many did not identify with the histories of racialization espoused by the Chicano Movement, especially
when emanating from places with large populations of Mexican immigrants and their children. Instead,
they traced their origins to what historians have called the Hispano Homeland – an interconnected web of
rural villages, sheep-based economies, and mining towns established during the first push of Spanish
colonial settlement northward in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Though the Hispano homeland
expanded and evolved through regional migration, it remained both spatially and culturally isolated from
Mexico, and Hispanos were more likely to identify with Spanish histories of settlement and baroque
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forms of Spanish culture than anything related to Mexican nationalism.3 It was only in the early twentieth
century, when Hispano villagers migrated farther north into Colorado for wage work in railroads, steel
mills, coal mines, cattle ranches, and sugar beet fields, that they interacted with Mexican migrant laborers
and Mexican culture more regularly.4 Yet the number of Mexican migrants to New Mexico and Colorado
was small compared to border states, even at the height of the Mexican Revolution, and Mexican cultural
nationalism in popular culture never took hold in Colorado to the same degree as it did in places like
California or Texas.5 As a result, there was little sense of a shared identity as Mexicans, and little political
movement in the name of a coherent ethnic or racial community.

Map 4. The “Hispano Homeland,” featuring places of origin and urban destinations for many of
Colorado’s Hispanos/ethnic Mexicans in the 1970s. By Jennifer Tran and Alexander Tarr.
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This began to shift in the years after World War Two, as both Hispanos and Mexican migrants
moved to Colorado’s cities in large numbers. By the mid-1950s, Hispanos were leaving the rural villages
of their historic homeland in ever-larger numbers, seeking work in Albuquerque, Española, Santa Fe,
Phoenix, Denver, Pueblo, and other cities. At the same time, migration by Mexican nationals to
Colorado’s cities also increased, spurred by shifts in seasonal farm labor and the expansion of urban
manufacturing and public services.6 By 1980, there were 38,000 Hispanos in Denver, making them 7.7
percent of the city’s total population, while in Pueblo, 15 percent of the population identified as Hispano
and another 17 percent identified as Mexican.7 In both cities, ethnic Mexicans’ political turnout was low,
in part because of long histories of disidentification among those who identified as Hispanos, Spanish
Americans, and Mexicans.8 Still, as all these groups urbanized in Colorado, their specific origins mattered
less than the conditions they now shared: de facto segregation in public schools, inadequate representation
in state and local politics, discrimination on the basis of language and cultural heritage, and exclusion
from public art and history institutions, to name just a few.9
In this context, Hispano and Mexican leaders turned to the charro as a vehicle for forging a shared
racial identity, with the goal of building a more inclusive and responsive urban public sphere. Focusing
on the cities of Denver and Pueblo, this chapter examines some of their initiatives. After giving an
overview of the Pueblo and Denver charro associations, it explores how they pursued more equitable
forms of representation in Colorado’s public education, history, and art institutions. The first initiative
was a 1973 curriculum guide about charros and vaqueros composed by Lena Archuleta, a Hispana
educator from rural New Mexico, which was meant to be used for bilingual education in Denver Public
Schools. The chapter then considers efforts by charros in Pueblo to craft more inclusive public history
through a sister city partnership with Mexican cities, integration of the Colorado State Fair in Pueblo, and
expanded Hispanic participation in Pueblo’s celebrations of the American Bicentennial in 1976.
Returning to Denver, the chapter closes by considering the effort among Hispano and Chicano legislators
to diversify public art at the state capitol through their proposal for a bronze charro statue, which failed to
materialize.
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Not all of these initiatives succeeded, to be sure, but the charro’s flexibility as a symbol of
economic autonomy and Mexican cultural nationalism was essential to their gaining traction at all. The
charro provided a shared reference point, rooted in agrarian histories and cultures, that could motivate and
give meaning to ethnic Mexicans’ struggles for full participation in urban public life. Among Hispanos,
who otherwise lacked meaningful attachment to Mexican cultural nationalism, the charro nonetheless
resonated, both because he allowed them to express their longing for rural heritage amid rapid
urbanization and because he represented histories of land ownership at a time when Hispanos were
struggling to hold onto their village and grazing land.10 Among those who identified as Chicanos, the
charro fit neatly within the Chicano Movement’s embrace of icons associated with the Mexican
Revolution such as Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata, both of whom are remembered and valorized as
charros. For more recent generations of Mexican migrants, the charro was a direct symbol of Mexican
identity and Mexican nationalism that assuaged the poverty, exclusion, and dehumanization they too often
experienced. For all of these groups, the charro represented highly valued connections to rural land and
skilled labor that had been disrupted by persistent displacement, labor migration, and urbanization,
whether in the U.S. or Mexico. On this basis, he represented a powerful source of unity through which to
participate in American urban public life.

The Pueblo and Denver Charro Associations
By 1978, there were six charro associations in Colorado: three in Denver, two in Pueblo, and one in
Gunnison.11 The leaders of these charro associations were actively involved in the movement to transform
urban public institutions and access public resources on behalf of all ethnic Mexicans, whether they
identified as Hispanos, Spanish Americans, Chicanos, Mexican Americans, or mexicanos. This chapter
focuses on the Denver and Pueblo charro associations because they often worked together as one unified
bloc, but also because their work illustrates well the divergent racial and urban geographies of those two
cities.
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Colorado’s first charro association, the Pueblo Charro Club, was founded in 1967 and received
accreditation from the FMCH two years later, at which point they changed the group’s name to the
Asociación de Charros de Pueblo/Pueblo Charro Association.12 The Pueblo Charro Association was an
indisputably Hispano organization. Its founders and members all had roots in those industries and
institutions – mining, mills, and the military – that had drawn Hispanos into southern Colorado’s urban
industrial economy since the early twentieth century. Many came from Hispano villages across New
Mexico and Colorado, then served in the Navy or Marines during World War Two or the Korean War. As
adults, nearly all worked at either Colorado Fuel and Iron (CF&I) or the Pueblo Army Depot, the major
local employers of Hispanos and Mexicans. They were pro-union and pro-American, with pride in their
rural Hispano roots. For example, co-founder Miguel “Torro” Torrez served in the U.S. Marine Corps
during the Korean War and then worked for Pueblo’s CF&I Coke Plant for 35 years. Ron Codina, who
joined the association in 1973 and served as its president from 1979 to 1985, grew up riding horses in
Walsenburg and Avondale (both small towns in southern Colorado), and worked at the Pueblo Army
Depot for most of his life. Member Leonel “Leo” Arthur Romero served in the U.S. Navy and Seabees,
then worked at the Pueblo Army Depot for 28 years. Another early member, Francisco Manuel García,
was born in Las Vegas, New Mexico in 1939, served in the U.S. Navy for six years, and later worked as a
mechanic in Pueblo. While most of the founders and members were Hispanos who had been born and
raised in the villages of Colorado or New Mexico, a handful of Mexican migrants joined the group as
well. Usually, though, they had migrated as children and came of age entirely in the United States. For
example, founder John Delgado Guerrero was born in Guanajuato, Mexico in 1915 and migrated to the
United States with his parents when he was four years old. After a short stay in Kansas, he spent the rest
of his life in Pueblo, where he worked at CF&I for 40 years. In the organization’s early days, there were
as many as 42 members with profiles similar to these: roots in the rural villages of the Hispano homeland
evolved into adult lives as urban industrial workers in Colorado’s mining, manufacturing, and military
industries.13
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Given their rural roots in the villages and ranches of New Mexico and Colorado, most of the men
who joined Pueblo’s charro association in the 1970s and ‘80s were avid outdoorsmen. However, as
people removed from more recent histories of Mexican immigration or Mexican cultural nationalism, they
did not have firsthand experience with charrería – they had to learn it. Manuel Gallegos, the
organization’s first president, grew up riding horses and helped his father raise cattle and sheep, but he,
like the other men who formed the association, was not exposed to charro culture until he was an adult.
He recalled that when the group first started, they used western saddles and American cowboy gear,
knowing little about the proper charro dress and equipment, much like their counterparts in Los Angeles a
generation before. Gallegos explained: “When this started we had an instructor come from Mexico. He
showed us what was right and what was wrong.”14 The Pueblo Charro Association subsequently became a
vehicle through which the founders’ children and other participants could be socialized into the norms
and regulations of charrería and Mexican cultural nationalism writ large. As Gallegos reported, “We’ve
had 36 or 38 families at one time involved in the association. We teach them the culture, the dress, and
how to take care of their horses.”15 By teaching other Hispano families how to dress and perform as
charros, Gallegos and leaders of the Pueblo Charro Association inculcated an expanded sense of Mexican
origins among people who otherwise had little inclination to identify as such.
A few years after its founding, and after extensive fundraising, the Pueblo Charro Association
purchased a 20-acre site on 33rd Lane, just south of Highway 50 and nine miles east of central Pueblo.
There, they constructed their own lienzo for practices and training. The lienzo was located near the village
of Vineland, home to just a few hundred people, and surrounded by a rural area inhabited and worked by
both Hispanos and Mexicans. The lienzo thus established the charros’ presence within the Hispano
homeland’s traditional rural, village-based geography. At the same time, however, the Pueblo charros also
sustained an urban presence, maintaining an office and conference room inside the Irish Pub at 108 Third
Street in downtown Pueblo. The Irish Pub was a dynamic hub of social and political networking, owned
and operated by charro Ted Calantino, which brought Hispanos together with the city’s substantial
population of European and Mexican immigrants.16 Stretched across the interconnected rural and urban
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geographies of the Hispano Homeland, the Pueblo Charro Association provided physical spaces in which
a shared racial identity could be forged around the practice and celebration of charrería.

Map 5. Pueblo, Colorado, featuring the location of the Pueblo Charro Association’s lienzo charro. By
Jennifer Tran and Alexander Tarr.

In May 1972, with help from the Pueblo charros, Dave Pino and Tony López formed the Denver
Charro Association. They immediately sought recognition from the FMCH, which they received in 1973.
As with their Pueblo counterparts, most of the Denver charros had been born in Colorado or New Mexico,
not Mexico, though some had moved periodically with their families across the Southwest to follow work
opportunities. As adults, reflecting Denver’s greater industrial diversity and sharper class inequality
compared to Pueblo, they worked in a range of occupations, both blue-collar and professional. Denver
charro association founder Tony López was born in 1924 in the “two-lane village” of Rodey, in southern
New Mexico, and moved to Denver with his mother when he was a child. He served in the U.S. Army
during World War Two and won 13 war medals, including a Bronze Star and a Purple Heart, yet
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struggled to find consistent work upon his return to the United States. Eventually, he took a course in auto
transmissions and opened a repair shop, which he ran until his retirement. He helped form the charro
association after achieving economic stability as a small business owner.17 The Denver Charro
Association also had several middle-class professional members, some of whom were the first to integrate
the public institutions for which they worked. A notable example is Lena Archuleta, a Hispana woman
from rural New Mexico who became the Denver Public School district’s first Latina principal. Even more
so than her husband Juan, who was also a member of the Denver charro association, Lena became an
important spokesperson for charrería in Colorado, as we shall see later in this chapter. Another
professional member was Frank Carrillo, who served as the Denver Charro Association’s secretary in its
early years. Carrillo was born to parents from La Junta, Colorado – a major crossroads for Hispano
ranching in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries – who later moved to Pueblo, then Denver, where
he worked for the Colorado State Patrol and the Adams County Sheriffs Office for 40 years.18
In November 1972, approximately six months after its founding, the Denver Charro Association
held its first charreada. Due to weather, the event had to be moved indoors to the Jefferson County
Fairgrounds, and several events had to be abandoned because the space to which they relocated was too
small. Nonetheless, the charreada was very well attended, with approximately 1,500 participants and
spectators. For Hispanos, the event was clearly an opportunity to express pride in their cultural heritage.
One attendee, Rebecca Sandoval Griggs, told a reporter from the Rocky Mountain News, “It’s about time
you started reporting about some of our cultural events. We’re proud that someone is finally taking notice
of our culture.” Her sister, Felima Sandoval Kulinsky, chimed in, “We want other people to know that
we’re a happy people.” But it was not only Hispanos who cohered in the celebration of charrería. The
reporter described the audience as “a motley mix of mustachioed Chicanos, cowboy-hatted rural folk, and
lollipop-wielding kids.”19
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Figure 15. The Denver Charro Association, 1972. Photograph by John Beard for Denver Post/Getty
Images.

Using the proceeds from this and other events, the Denver Charro Association purchased property
on East 128th Avenue in Adams County, almost twenty miles north of central Denver, to build their own
lienzo. At the time, Adams County was still largely agricultural, but real-estate developers had begun
carving farmland into subdivisions, creating suburban communities such as Northglenn and Thornton. By
the early 1970s, these far-flung suburbs were becoming popular destinations for working-class whites, as
well as some Hispanos and Mexicans, who sought affordable homes and high-quality schools within
commuting distance of Denver.20 The location of the Denver charros’ lienzo was thus substantially
different from its counterpart in Pueblo: whereas the Pueblo lienzo was located within a prototypically
Hispano geography, the Denver lienzo was located within an emerging hub of white and brown suburban
flight, with little history of Hispano ranching. Indeed, through their decision to build the lienzo in Adams
County, the Denver charros helped launch a Mexican presence in suburbia, a process that will also be
seen in Los Angeles in the next chapter.
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Map 6. Denver, Colorado, featuring the location of the Denver Charro Association’s lienzo charro. By
Jennifer Tran and Alexander Tarr.

Anchored in suburbia but with roots in Denver’s urban Mexican communities, the Denver charro
association enjoyed the support of a broad cross-section of the Denver community. The program for a
1973 charreada, for example, featured numerous advertisements by the Spanish-surnamed owners of
restaurants, bakeries, and food wholesalers, as well as auto dealers, mechanics, and parts shops in Denver.
The Denver Charro Association also reached out to professional Mexican Americans and the new cohort
of Chicano and Latino politicians, as well as elite Anglo Americans, through their practice of naming
“honorary members.” In 1973, the association’s honorary members included Governor John Love, state
senator Roger Cisneros, Spanish-language radio station owners Andrés Neidig, George Sandoval, and
Jesus Pineda, and Forrest F. Hammes, owner of a local advertising firm and past secretary of the
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Arapahoe County Fair.21 In pursuing this form of outreach, the Denver charros – like their counterparts in
San Antonio a generation before – nurtured networks with a broad range of influential leaders in the name
of creating more open and responsive urban public institutions. Unlike their predecessors in the postWorld War Two period, however, most of their relationships were now with people who identified as
Hispanos or Latinos.
Reflecting their personal backgrounds in the military and unionized industry, Colorado’s charros
expressed full faith in the power of American public institutions to facilitate opportunity for ethnic
Mexicans in the United States. As the Denver charros explained, their primary motivation was to
“represent the Mexican-American people of Colorado with pride and dignity.”22 At the same time, they
believed that charrería could be a powerful way to improve racial and ethnic relations in Colorado. They
were committed to “promoting goodwill among all Americans at every opportunity” and creating “a
bridge for better understanding in the greater cosmopolitan Denver area.”23 For them, it was clear that
these bridges should be built in the public sphere. Thus, almost immediately after their inception, the
Colorado charro associations focused on creating more equitable racial relations within the public
education, history, and art institutions of Denver and Pueblo.

Educational Justice and the Charro
Much of the Colorado charros’ energy focused on the empowerment of Hispano and ethnic Mexican
youth, both inside and outside formal educational settings. As Ron Codina later recalled, the founders of
the Pueblo association “got it going as a way to promote pride in the heritage; they were trying to teach
the kids about something that’s been going on in Mexico for 400 years, to teach the kids a little
discipline.”24 Their goal was “to instill in youth a true spirit of horsemanship with respect for their
country [presumably the United States] and pride in their ancestry [presumably Mexican],” so that ethnic
Mexican and Hispano youth could become better citizens and professionals.25 But even while they
focused on equipping individual children with the behavioral qualities and modest financial resources
they deemed necessary for success, Colorado’s charros were not naïve to the conditions of profound
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inequality that plagued ethnic Mexican youth. Indeed, discrimination and de facto segregation in public
schools had been driving forces in the racialization of ethnic Mexican children in Colorado (and
elsewhere) for decades.
Educational inequality had been a major concern for Hispanos and Mexicans in Colorado since at
least the 1920s, when sugar and mining companies systematically recruited migrant laborers from
southern Colorado and northern New Mexico as well as the interior of Mexico. Agricultural employers
paid extremely low wages and provided substandard housing; migrants faced conditions of desperate
poverty. To make ends meet, whole families including young children worked in the fields up to 14 hours
per day in intense heat. It was virtually impossible for Hispano and Mexican children in agricultural areas
to get a decent education.26 Conditions in urban public schools were scarcely better. As Hispanos and
Mexican immigrants urbanized in large numbers during and after World War Two, urban school districts
across Colorado implemented segregated classrooms and, eventually, segregated schools that were not
mandated by law, but rather enshrined in social practice. Dropout rates among Spanish-speaking students
in some urban school districts were extraordinarily high; in Denver, fewer than 10 percent of Spanishspeaking students graduated from high school throughout the 1940s.27 For these reasons, education was a
persistent focus for Hispanos and Mexican Americans in Colorado, especially in the years after World
War Two.28
By the late 1960s, educational inequality still had not improved to any meaningful degree. In
1968-69, the U.S. Civil Rights Commission conducted an extensive study of public education in the U.S.
Southwest. The Commission reported severe segregation, underrepresentation of Mexican American
teachers and administrators and their concentration in majority-Mexican American schools,
underfinancing of schools with predominantly Mexican American students, teachers shunning or ignoring
Mexican American children, and the suppression of Mexican American culture and the Spanish language.
While these conditions prevailed across the U.S. Southwest, they were especially acute in Denver.29 Thus,
educational justice remained a key priority for both Hispano leaders and the Chicano Movement in
Denver. The Crusade for Justice, led by former boxer Rodolfo “Corky” Gonzáles, organized walkouts
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from DPS high schools and established an autonomous community school, La Escuela Tlatelolco.
Meanwhile, Hispanos and Mexican Americans continued to pursue educational justice through their
dogged determination to integrate and transform the city’s public schools.30
In response to pressure from activist groups and the embarrassing findings of the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission, state and federal legislators in the late 1960s and early ‘70s passed a series of laws
meant to dismantle conditions of educational inequality. While national in reach, these decisions
disproportionately targeted conditions in the American Southwest. In 1968, Title VII of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act (known as the “Bilingual Education Act”) recognized the special
educational needs of children who spoke limited English, and stipulated that the federal government
would provide financial assistance for bilingual programs. By 1978, thirty-four states had repealed their
English-only laws and enacted bilingual education.31 Also in 1968, Congress authorized the creation of
National Hispanic Heritage Week, which called upon educators to observe one week in September with
appropriate ceremonies and activities.32 In 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court decided the landmark case
Keyes v School District No. 1, which ordered the Denver school district to implement a mandatory
desegregation plan – the first “northern” city so ordered, and the first where Hispanics were explicitly
considered as a separate class for purposes of desegregation.33 And in 1974, the Supreme Court in Lau v.
Nichols affirmed the importance of bilingual education even in desegregated schools, stating that “there is
no equality of treatment merely by providing students with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers, and
curriculum; for students who do not understand English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful
education.” These decisions did not create wholesale educational equality. But they did create important
openings for ethnic Mexican educators, parents, and allied activists in Colorado and across the nation to
create public schools that better served their children.34
In numerous cases, they turned to the charro as an instrument of educational justice. Throughout
the 1970s, the Denver and Pueblo charro associations partnered with the Latin American Education
Foundation to host public charreadas, with proceeds dedicated to college scholarships for “Latin
American” students – the identity they often embraced as a unifying label, rather than “Mexican” or
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“Hispanic.”35 On another occasion, the Denver Charro Association gifted 12-year-old John Pineda, a
Walsenburg boy detained at the Colorado Boys Ranch, with a Black Angus calf named “Charro” that he
was to raise. When the animal reached maturity, John would be allowed to sell it, and he could use the
proceeds towards a college education.36 Innovators in multicultural and bilingual education likewise
viewed the charro as a source of cultural pride and racial uplift for ethnic Mexican students, as well as a
way for Anglo American students to learn about the nation’s diverse histories. Throughout the 1970s and
‘80s, multicultural education companies produced books, musical albums, and videos that used the charro
to represent a colorful and honorable Spanish and Mexican past.37
Lena Archuleta, member of the Denver charro association and Hispana educator, wrote one such
text. The daughter of a World War One veteran and shoe repairman, Archuleta had grown up in rural New
Mexico. The valedictorian of her high school class, she attended the University of Denver, where she
majored in Spanish with a minor in education. Thus, Archuleta was one of the very few Hispanos who
graduated high school and obtained a college degree in the years before World War Two. Afterwards, she
taught at schools in New Mexico until 1951, when she and her husband Juan Archuleta returned to
Denver. There, she worked as a teacher and librarian at schools with substantial numbers of Spanishspeaking students before becoming the principal of Fairview Elementary School in 1974, making her the
very first Hispano/Latino principal in Denver Public Schools (DPS). Through this work, Archuleta
nurtured relationships with diverse ethnic Mexican leaders from across the political spectrum, nurturing a
shared racial and cultural identity in the name of creating more inclusive and just urban public schools.38
To guide this work, Archuleta embraced the Mexican ranching past and its diverse cast of
characters, especially the charro, which she saw as a unifying symbol for Hispano, Chicano, and Mexican
immigrant children in southwestern schools. In 1973, she authored a curriculum guide, titled “The Rodeo
and Cattle Industry: Its Rich Spanish-Mexican Heritage,” which explores the history of charros and
vaqueros to empower Hispano and ethnic Mexican students in Denver Public Schools. In its distinction
between charros and vaqueros, and inclusion of them both, her guide uniquely recuperates the agency of
workers and indigenous people in the making of ranch cultures and economies. Archuleta composed the
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guide using social studies and foreign language materials, as well as contributions from people she knew
in the Denver and Pueblo charro associations. In writing the guide, she wanted to help teachers create a
culturally responsive curriculum as Denver rolled out desegregated classrooms and bilingual education
during the 1970s.39
Archuleta’s curriculum guide makes a strong claim for the Mexican origins of rodeo – that
charros and vaqueros, whether in New Mexico or “Old” Mexico, were the “original cowboys.” This claim
is anchored in the title of the guide itself, which explicitly argues for the “rich Spanish-Mexican heritage”
of the rodeo and cattle industry. She elaborates this central idea throughout the guide, challenging the
racialization of cowboys and rodeo as white in American popular culture. Her guide claims: “The
‘vaquero’ was the earliest American horseman to work with cattle, the first American cowboy [emphasis
added].” She elaborates: “The vaquero plied his trade in Mexico during the sixteenth century, and his
methods and equipment were adopted and adapted by both the California vaquero and later by the Texas
cowboy.” Notably, too, in this sentence she redefines the word “American” in a transnational sense, to
include Mexicans as inhabitants of the Americas, in a way remarkably similar to certain wings of the
Chicano Movement.40 Later, the guide shows that virtually all of the elements that would come to make
up American-style rodeo had their origins in Mexican practice. “The [western] saddle as we know it today
is a Mexican invention,” she insists.41 Thus, though personally identified as Hispana, Archuleta
demonstrated a commitment to cultivating a shared Spanish-Mexican identity, via the figures of the
charro and the vaquero, among the diverse children and parents with whom she worked in Denver’s
public schools.
Reflecting Archuleta’s commitments to bilingual education, the curriculum guide also devotes a
great deal of space to etymology. It highlights the many Spanish-language words related to ranching that
were incorporated into the English language during U.S. colonization. For example, in her discussion of
the animals that Spanish colonists brought to the “New World,” Archuleta notes that the tough, hardy
horses “were called mesteños, which means wild horses. Later, of course, the Americanos called these
horses mustangs.”42 Her use of the Spanish-language “Americanos” subtly situates Anglo American
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settlers as foreigners within the region, while asserting Hispanos’ and Mexicanos’ longer historical
presence. In a gentle appeal to Denver students who might be struggling to learn English, the guide also
highlights Americans’ historic difficulties in learning Spanish as they moved west. For example,
Archuleta writes, “[American] cowboys had difficulty in saying ‘chaparreras’, so they called these leg
coverings ‘chaps.’”43 She also lists many other words that “became the basis for American-English
words” with only minor variation, such as la reata (lariat), cincho (cinch), jáquima (hackamore), bandana
(bandanna), botas (boots), lazo (lasso), guitarra (guitar), and rancho (ranch).44 Finally, she inscribes a
persistent Spanish-Mexican linguistic influence on the physical landscape by showing how Spanishlanguage words were incorporated into the region’s topography. She writes: “the Spanish vaquero
(cowboy) used many words that are now in the English language such as: mesa, canyon (cañon), sierra,
arroyo.”45 Archuleta’s guide thus marked the region’s Spanish speakers as not only long-established in
the region, but also having inscribed meaningful place-names upon its landscape and contributed in
valuable ways to its culture.
Drawing from the era’s growing emphasis on experiential education, Archuleta’s guide suggests
many hands-on activities. These activities centered histories of Mexican ranch life, creatively adapted to
urban life in Denver, as a source of pride and mobility for Hispano, Chicano, and Mexican students. For
students in primary grades, the guide suggests that the teacher plan excursions to the annual stock show,
city zoo, or historical museum; lead students in singing songs about ranch life in English and Spanish;
stage make-believe rodeos or charreadas; and teach the students about farm animals, their products, and
the Spanish names of both. For students in intermediate grades, the guide encourages students to conduct
original research, build dioramas, dance “La Vaquerita,” or use tape recorders to prepare a broadcast of a
make-believe charreada. For upper grades, the guide suggests that students make a giant mural with labels
in Spanish, or that the teacher invite members of the Denver Charro Association to do demonstrations and
talk about the various events of the charreada.46
Archuleta’s guide also incorporated popular education techniques that valued learners’ existing
culture and knowledge. These same convictions were embedded in the Chicano Movement’s educational
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campaigns, including the pedagogical practices used at the Crusade for Justice’s autonomous school, La
Escuela Tlatelolco. In a similar spirit, Archuleta’s guide emphasized the value of students’ familiarity
with and knowledge of the Spanish language, as well as charrería and sheep ranching. Thus, despite
tactical and ideological differences among Chicano and Hispano activists, both turned to popular
education techniques to counteract the dehumanization of Hispano, Chicano, and Mexican immigrant
children in Colorado’s public schools. In the guide’s introduction, Archuleta advises teachers to conduct
additional research as they are able, and she provides lists of potential resources, including contact
information for the Denver Charro Association (which was her own phone number and address). But she
also writes that “pupils will have much to add to the information as they participate in the various learning
activities,” and encourages teachers to see their students as active producers, not just consumers, of
knowledge. In these ways, Archuleta built upon the very recent advances of federal legislation relating to
bilingual education, while responding to the principal findings of the Civil Rights Commission’s 1968-69
study: namely, that Mexican American children were rarely being drawn into classroom discussions, that
their knowledge and potential contributions were consistently overlooked, and that they were punished for
speaking Spanish.
In all these ways, Archuleta’s curriculum guide centered Hispanos’ and Mexicans’ historical
contributions to the making of southwestern ranch culture as the basis for a shared racial and cultural
identity through which children could experience an empowering education. Centering principally on the
distinct issues of language, culture, and heritage through which ethnic Mexicans had long been racially
subjugated in the United States, the guide inverted the power dynamics bound up in Colorado’s struggles
for desegregation and bilingual education. These choices positioned the guide, and Archuleta herself, as
an important bridge between the radical activism of the Chicano movement and efforts to integrate and
hold accountable powerful public institutions like Denver Public Schools from within. Her efforts, not
only through the curriculum guide but also throughout her career, complemented the exhaustive labor
performed by Hispano and Latino educational activists in this period – and ever since.
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It is difficult to know how teachers, students, and parents actually engaged Archuleta’s
curriculum guide, or the kind of impact it made upon their individual and collective understandings of the
U.S. Southwest’s history and culture. What is clear is that the demands and strategies for desegregation,
bilingual education, and multiculturalism that Hispano and Latino activists pursued during the 1960s and
‘70s largely failed to significantly change patterns of educational inequality – not because of
shortcomings or ideological fractures within the movement, though these were real, but because of
demographic, spatial, and legislative shifts underway across Colorado. Already by 1973, when the Keyes
decision was handed down, white families and some Hispano and Latino families were moving to the
suburbs – including places in Adams County, location of the Denver charros’ lienzo – where they found
more affordable homes and hoped to avoid mandated school busing. Then, in 1974 voters passed the
Poundstone Amendment to the state constitution, which prohibited the incorporation of surrounding
suburban communities into the Denver school district, severely limiting the reach of the desegregation
order wrought by Keyes.47
Isolated and segregated in Denver’s older schools, Latino students continued to exhibit
staggeringly high dropout rates. They remained subject to the same forces that had long been at play: the
undervaluing of the Spanish language and Mexican culture; too few Latino teachers and administrators;
the tracking of ethnic Mexican students into vocational, remedial, and English-language learner classes;
and districts’ refusal to apply for federal funding to create support services for Hispanic students.48 Even
so, in 1995 the court allowed Denver Public Schools to terminate its mandatory desegregation plan,
arguing that the district had achieved all practicable results. As the court acknowledged, the widespread
effects of suburbanization, coupled with the Poundstone Amendment, made higher rates of integration
between Latinos, Blacks, and whites not only unlikely, but virtually impossible to achieve. Thus, public
education remained a primary site for the continued racial subjugation of Hispanos, Mexicans, and other
Latinos in Colorado, despite the concerted efforts of Archuleta and the charro associations, as well as
their contemporaries.49
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Sister Cities and Fiesta Days
One hundred miles south in Pueblo, a smaller city with deeper ties to the Hispano homeland, Hispanos
and Chicanos were also battling for a more just city through boycotts, direct action, and lawsuits.50 The
members of the Pueblo Charro Association were central to this collective effort, focusing on the
transformation of public institutions devoted to heritage and culture. Throughout the 1970s, they worked
to center figures associated with Hispano and Mexican ranching histories in the city’s public art landscape
and its public history institutions. Through these efforts, they built bridges between Hispanos and
members of the city’s robust Chicano Movement, but they also developed meaningful ties with people
and places in central and western Mexico, where relatively little connection had existed before. These
enhanced local and transnational connections generated a more coherent racial identity as Mexican
Americans, rooted in a newfound sense of shared roots in the rural ranching societies of what historian
Alan Gómez has called “Greater Mexico.”51
In this last respect, the Pueblo charros had a key ally in Henry Reyes, a Spanish-language radio
broadcaster and local politician. The U.S.-born son of migrants from Puebla, Mexico, Reyes sought to
promote Mexican culture, especially Mexican histories of ranching and rural life, in southern Colorado.
He knew a great deal about charros and charrería, and he enjoyed collegial relationships with members of
the Pueblo Charro Association, whose events he sometimes attended. As a local Chicano activist later
recalled, “I was impressed with Henry's thorough knowledge of the events of the charreada. He was like a
living history book and shared his knowledge with the audience at each performance of the charros.”52
For a decade spanning the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, Reyes launched numerous initiatives that
centered the charro in Pueblo’s urban public culture. His efforts buttressed the charro associations’ own
activities, and pushed them towards an increasingly transnational orientation that united Hispanos more
firmly with Mexican migrants.
In the mid-1960s, Reyes was the driving force behind the creation of Fiesta Days as part of the
Colorado State Fair. The Southern Colorado Agricultural and Industrial Association – a private
organization of wealthy white businessmen – had established the State Fair in 1872 as a way to draw
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tourists, investors, and settlers to southern Colorado. For nearly a century, the Colorado State Fair
celebrated Anglo settler histories of ranching, riding, and mining in southern Colorado exclusively.
Attendance by Hispanos and ethnic Mexicans had always been low.53 All of this troubled Reyes deeply.
In promoting the idea of Fiesta Days, Reyes wanted to celebrate southern Colorado's Hispanic heritage
and draw more Hispanos and Mexican Americans to the State Fair. He knew that such an effort would
rely on creating a more inclusive vision of the state’s ranching history – one that included charros,
vaqueros, and shepherds. Yet Reyes remembers how difficult it was trying to persuade the Colorado State
Fair Commission to include even one Fiesta Day in the fair’s schedule:
“There was an attitude from some officials that we didn't need to be attracting more
Mexicans to the Fair … they couldn't even pronounce charros or mariachi. They wanted
more Roy Rogers-type cowboys. But I told them that thousands of Hispanics will come
to the Fair if you give us a day to celebrate our culture. And that turned out to be right.”54

In 1966, Reyes capitalized on the appointment of Don Svedman, the new State Fair Manager, to
make Fiesta Days a reality. Svedman was looking for ways to make the State Fair more profitable, and
Reyes had plenty of ideas. Reyes learned that Svedman had recently seen a Thanksgiving Day
performance by Mexican entertainer Antonio Águilar and his wife, Flor Silvestre.55 Popularly known as
“El Charro de México,” Águilar had become instrumental in popularizing charrería among U.S.
audiences. His show, a four-day “Mexican Festival and Rodeo,” had been touring the U.S. for ten years
by the time Svedman saw it.56 When Reyes learned how much Svedman had enjoyed Águilar’s
performance, he convinced Svedman to create something similar for the Colorado State Fair.
Owing largely to Reyes’ influence and Svedman’s support, the Colorado State Fair governing
board created a Fiesta Committee in 1966. Henry Gurule, Francisco Gallegos, and Florinda Gallegos – all
Hispano members of Pueblo’s charro association – served on the Fiesta Committee from its inception.
The first Fiesta Days were held in 1967 and featured another performance by Águilar, who brought “his
trained horses to acquaint people with the Mexican Cowboy – El Charro Mexicano.”57 Fiesta Days also
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included a “Noche de Fiesta” as well as a Catholic mass, a parade, and musical performances. Reflecting
the charros’ enduring interest in education, proceeds were directed towards Hispanic student
scholarships.58 A full charreada, performed by the Pueblo charros in competition with another team, was
added to Fiesta Days in the early 1970s. Subsequently, the Pueblo charros lobbied state senator Paul
Sandoval, the first Hispanic senator on the Colorado State Legislature’s Joint Budget Committee, to
create permanent funding for the event. Senator Sandoval promised his support and said he would try to
line-item the money in the fair’s budget. A complete charreada has been a fully funded and very popular
feature of Fiesta Days and the Colorado State Fair ever since.59
Building on his success with Fiesta Days, as well as his popularity in regional Spanish-language
radio, Reyes campaigned and won a position on the Pueblo City Council in 1969. He then served two
four-year terms, including a stint as City Council President in 1976-77. Reyes’ election and long service
was significant because Pueblo’s Hispano and Mexican community, though numerically large, had long
struggled to elect a co-ethnic representative, owing to the city’s system of at-large elections and low voter
turnout, as well as disidentification among Hispanos and Mexicans.60 During his tenure on the City
Council, Reyes became a key advocate for the celebration of Mexican ranching cultures, including the
charro, in Pueblo’s public institutions. He also served as architect of the transnational social networks that
would allow charrería to flourish in southern Colorado in the 1970s, crafting a shared racial identity with
roots in rural ranching practices.
One of Reyes’s first actions as city councilman was to build a sister-city partnership between
Pueblo, Colorado and Puebla, Mexico (his father’s hometown). President Dwight Eisenhower had
developed the sister-city program, which was intended to reduce global conflict through the development
of personal relationships across national borders, in 1956. Southern Colorado State College already had a
longstanding partnership with the Universidad Popular Autónoma de Puebla. The president of SCSC,
Victor Hopper, reached out to government officials in Puebla to initiate a sister-city partnership. Those
officials in turn invited Hopper and a delegation, which included Reyes, to visit Puebla. Afterwards,
Reyes took the lead in developing the program.61
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Reyes acknowledged that the main goal of the sister-cities partnership was to bolster international
relations, but an equally important goal for him was improving relationships among Anglos and ethnic
Mexicans in Pueblo. He explained, “We were having problems with the Anglo community. The Anglo
community was having trouble accepting things we stood for.”62 Reyes believed that exposure to elite
forms of Mexican culture like charrería could help alleviate Anglo discrimination against Hispanos and
Mexican Americans at home in Colorado, while also cultivating relationships with Mexican nationals that
might prove beneficial to the struggle for more responsive and inclusive public institutions.
Toward that end, the trips that Reyes coordinated were lavish by design. The first delegation of
150 persons was greeted with decorated buses, banners, and balloons, and enjoyed numerous banquets
and receptions. The 1973 delegation, which included 163 Puebloans, traveled on a Boeing 707 airplane
chartered by Reyes and his co-owner of the Spanish-language radio station KAPI, George Sandoval.63
Similar trips that ultimately involved over 3,000 people occurred annually until 1997, when Reyes
stepped down as organizer of the collaboration. Reflecting on the importance of the exchanges, Reyes
said: “Everything we've been told about Mexico many times is embarrassing, just negatively critical. But
when [sic] we went there and found wonderful friendships and they treated us well. They took us into
their homes which were beautiful and treated us like we were family; people (Puebloans) just couldn't
believe it.”64
The expanded transnational relationships that Reyes and others helped to craft soon imprinted on
Pueblo’s physical landscapes through the creation of new public art. In 1973, Puebla officials donated a
sculpture crafted by renowned Mexican artist Jesús Corro Ferrer, which sits prominently in front of
Pueblo’s city hall in the Sister Cities Plaza. The sculpture depicts an eagle made of steel plate mounted on
a white concrete pedestal, with the seal of Pueblo and the coat of arms of Puebla on tile just below the
eagle’s talons. Notably, the city seal of Pueblo highlights the area’s rural, agricultural features: it features
a cow standing in a grassy field next to the Arkansas River, with the Sangre de Cristo Mountains and Old
Fort Pueblo, the area’s first permanent structure, in the background; an ear of corn and bushel of wheat
are prominently depicted in the foreground. In this way, ranching was situated alongside agriculture and
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military exploration as emblems of the area’s rural heritage, in ways that were both urban and
transnational – thus providing a shared sense of origins for Hispanos, Chicanos, and Mexican immigrants
in Pueblo.
The local, regional, and transnational networks cultivated through Fiesta Days and the sister-cities
program laid the foundation for the Pueblo charros’ most ambitious vision yet: hosting the first-ever
International Charro Congress and Competition as part of celebrations of the Bicentennial of the
American Revolution in 1976. In doing so, they centered Mexico’s national sport within celebrations of
the American birthday party, while cohering and galvanizing Hispanos, Chicanos, and Mexicans to
participate fully in the U.S.’s premiere public history event of the decade.

The Bicentennial Charro
The evolution of Bicentennial celebrations illustrates powerfully the multicultural opening of U.S. public
institutions in the 1960s and ‘70s. Bicentennial preparations were initially carried out by the American
Revolution Bicentennial Commission (ARBC), which Congress created in 1966. The ARBC had
advocated holding the national birthday party, which was expected to cost more than $1.5 billion, in just
one historic city—either Philadelphia or Boston. However, after significant public pressure, in 1973 the
ARBC was dissolved and replaced by the American Revolution Bicentennial Administration (ARBA),
now headed by John Warner, former Secretary of the Navy during the Vietnam War and future U.S.
senator from Virginia.65
Under Warner, the new organization infused the Bicentennial with a multicultural and populist
spirit. Although the agency was still headquartered in Washington, D.C., Warned created new regional
and statewide commissions to coordinate day-to-day planning. Instead of one central theme, ARBA
identified three: (1) Heritage, which honored not only the “founding fathers” and the “three great
documents” but also forgotten people and places; (2) Festival, which embraced the richness of U.S.
diversity and promoted positive international relations through dance, drama, music, and the arts; and (3)
Horizons, which encouraged civic and social improvement, including initiatives that might benefit
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indigenous communities, immigrants, and communities of color.66 Warner created a national advisory
council of representatives from multiple ethnic, religious, geographic, and occupational groups, whom he
charged with promoting a broader diversity of perspectives and strengthening public investment in the
Bicentennial. Many state and regional commissions, including Colorado, likewise created ethnic advisory
committees or review boards to ensure diverse participation.67
Reconstituted in this way, the ARBA, like many other public agencies, provided significant
institutional support for the “ethnic revival” that proliferated in this period. As historian Matthew
Jacobson has shown, the ethnic revival was especially popular among white Americans, for whom
identification as Italian, Polish, Greek, or some other European ethnicity was one way to negotiate
critiques of white supremacy emanating from the era’s Civil Rights and Black Power movements.68 In
Colorado and other states of the U.S. West, these impulses translated into Bicentennial projects that
celebrated the white settler experience via histories of European and immigrant westward migration as
“pioneers.” White (or white-dominated) communities and organizations used the ARBA’s institutional
structure and financing to preserve pioneer villages, commission public artworks, and create local history
museums that memorialized the white settler experience in the landscape. Yet people from historically
marginalized communities, especially Chicanos, African Americans, and indigenous groups, also
benefitted substantially from the ARBA’s newly inclusive vision. With federal and state support, they
succeeded in adding to the archive, creating history and art museums, and preserving and celebrating
aspects of their cultural heritage. In many cases, they secured access to public institutions, organizations,
and physical spaces previously denied them. 69
Colorado’s charros were among them. The Pueblo Charro Association earned bicentennial
sponsorship and financing to host the first-ever International Charro Congress and Competition in Pueblo
in 1976. The Pueblo charros’ bicentennial vision was grand and ambitious. They hoped “to reintroduce a
rediscovered cultural heritage of the Southwest; promote the ‘Charrería’; to enhance the relationship
between the U.S. and Mexico; to provide an opportunity for future participants in the sport and to expose
contributions of the Mexican-American in the development of the Southwest.” These goals clearly
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illustrate the Pueblo charros’ multiple interests in empowering local people of diverse origins, rewriting
regional history, and cultivating transnational relationships. To achieve these goals, they planned to invite
twenty charro teams, from both the United States and Mexico, for a full week of competitions, meetings,
parades, dinners, and dances in Pueblo. They also intended to establish a permanent lienzo, riding school,
and cultural center with research facilities that would support the practice of charrería in Colorado well
after the Bicentennial’s conclusion.70
Preparations began as early as 1971, when members of the Pueblo Charro Association joined the
Pueblo Chamber of Commerce’s newly formed Centennial-Bicentennial Task Force. The Chamber – an
organization dominated by real-estate developers, small business owners, and media companies – appears
to have been enthusiastic, because coverage of the charro association and its bicentennial vision appeared
frequently in the chamber’s newsletter. The Pueblo Charro Association, in turn, formed a centennialbicentennial subcommittee charged with coordinating the planning. Members included a diverse set of
Hispanos from the charro association, as well as Mexican Americans who held positions within related
public institutions in Pueblo. Thus, in addition to Henry Gurule, Ted Calantino, Phil Martínez, and Frank
Guerra from the charro association, Douglas Patino, vice president for student affairs at Southern
Colorado State College, also joined the committee.71 Over the next few years, diverse representatives
from the FMCH, Pueblo City Council, and the Colorado Centennial-Bicentennial Committee (CCBC)
also joined in the planning.72
In early June 1974, the charro association formally submitted its application to the Colorado
Centennial-Bicentennial Committee (CCBC). The application’s first stop was Colorado’s Multi-Ethnic
Committee, a statewide body akin to the national advisory council created by John Warner as part of the
multicultural reorganization of the ARBA; its members included many of Colorado’s most notable Black,
Hispano, and indigenous leaders.73 The Multiethnic Committee’s primary role was to review and endorse
applications for ARBA recognition and funding. At its very first meeting in August 1974, the MultiEthnic Committee endorsed the International Charro Competition as an official bicentennial event and
sent the proposal up to the CCBC for state approval.74
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The Pueblo Charro Association’s proposal was embraced, in part, because it offered a clear
opportunity to nurture positive international relations – a crucial goal for the nation’s top brass, given
widespread discontent with the United States’ aggressive military and diplomatic interventions in
Southeast Asia, Latin America, and elsewhere in the early 1970s. Cognizant of that fact, the Pueblo
Charro Association framed their bicentennial project as an exercise in international friendship and
goodwill. In the fall of 1974, while their application to the CCBC was still under review, the Pueblo
Charro Association sponsored a trip to Guadalajara, Jalisco to participate in that year’s National Charro
Congress and Competition.75 While competitive trips like this would normally be attended only by
charros and their family members, in this case the Pueblo charros invited a broad cross-section of
delegates from the City of Pueblo to attend. In preparation for the trip, the Pueblo Charro Association
distributed an information packet that declared to the delegates: “Your visit to Guadalajara, Jalisco is an
important contribution in international relations. We hope that each one of us will return to Pueblo having
established a friendship with a person from Mexico.”76 On the eve of the trip, Takaki, acting in his
capacity as president of the Pueblo City Council, formally proclaimed the first week of November 1974 to
be “International Charro Week” in Pueblo because “the Charro has contributed greatly to the socioeconomic and cultural development of the Southwest” and because “the friendship of the United States of
America and the United States of Mexico is of great significance to the Western hemisphere.” Takaki also
noted the states of Jalisco and Colorado were taking steps to become “sister states,” a higher-scale
partnership akin to the sister-city program between Pueblo and Puebla.77 In this way, Takaki and the
Pueblo charros situated the charro at the center of a budding transnational friendship with diplomatic as
well as cultural significance. Equally important for race relations back home in Pueblo, the trip served to
educate Hispanos and others about a Mexican ranching tradition to which many had little exposure.
Leopoldo Trujillo and Henry Gurule, two members of the Pueblo Charro Association who joined the
delegation to Guadalajara, explained, “The trip was not only a rewarding experience in international
relations, but also a significant learning experience in preparing for the 1976 event in Pueblo,
Colorado.”78
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One of the lessons they surely learned was that charrería in Mexico was an extravagant affair
associated with the Mexican political and economic elite. On their first day in Guadalajara, the Pueblo
delegates listened to a speech by Jalisco governor Alberto Orozco Romero. There were multiple luxurious
banquets, dances, and award ceremonies. Douglas Patino, for example, was honored for his work
promoting charrería in the U.S. and given the “silver spur” award, one of the FMCH’s highest honors. In
accordance with the congress’s theme, “La Mujer/The Woman,” an entire day honored the queens of
Mexican and U.S. charro associations, including Ruby Tafoya, queen of the Pueblo Charro Association.
Women also attended a special reception hosted by the governor’s wife, where the world’s leading female
bullfighter, Conchita Cintrón, was honored as a special guest. Upon their return to the U.S., the Pueblo
Chamber of Commerce reported, “the lavish dinners, colorful entertainment, ceremonial presentations and
exciting charreada (Mexican rodeo) were a royal treat to Charro members who had worked diligently to
snare the top honor.” The Chamber’s newsletter then issued a friendly challenge to its readers: “How are
you going to top all that, Pueblo?”79
“Topping all that” required, first and foremost, official ARBA endorsement, which came through
in March 1975, a few months after the delegation’s return from Guadalajara. Acting upon the
endorsement of Colorado’s Multiethnic Committee, the CCBC approved the International Charro
Competition as an official centennial-bicentennial activity. The CCBC also awarded the Pueblo Charro
Association $10,000 in public funding, with the requirement that they locate matching funds in hard
money.80
With official endorsement and partial funding in hand, the hard work of planning and fundraising
accelerated. That spring, U.S. and Mexican charros engaged in near-constant transnational activity to
coordinate and promote the bicentennial events. José Islas Salazar, president of the FMCH, visited
Denver on May 1, 1975 for a meeting. Four days later, a delegation from Pueblo visited Puebla for
another sister-city exchange, this one timed to coordinate with Cinco de Mayo, where they presented a
fringed ARBA flag and five ARBA pins to Mexican President Luis Echevarría Álvarez. 81 Extensive
cross-border visits like these persisted throughout the duration of bicentennial planning and beyond.
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These visits, much like their counterparts in San Antonio a generation before, built upon and solidified the
networks that Reyes and others had established through the sister-city and sister-state partnerships. They
also linked southern Colorado’s Hispanos, who previously had only weak relationships with Mexicans
and Mexican nationalism, more firmly into the world of transnational cultural production associated with
charros and charrería. Notably, too, these transnational relationships were increasingly structured by U.S.
public institutions, like the ARBA, rather than solely through interpersonal or business networks, as in
years past.
Next was the issue of preparing the physical space. Under the direction of secretary Ted
Calantino, the charro association began working on architectural plans for the lienzo and related facilities.
The vision was to include an arena, park, baseball field, parking lot, and horse stables, all of which would
be open to the general public; the cultural center with research facilities seems to have been scrapped.82
The association also ordered a bicentennial flag, featuring the ARBA logo, to fly at the lienzo alongside
the other flags they regularly displayed (presumably an American flag and a Mexican flag, and perhaps a
Colorado state flag as well).83 Still, while qualifying competitions would be held at the lienzo, the Pueblo
charros always hoped to hold the final competition as part of Fiesta Days. The county fairgrounds, where
Fiesta Days was held, would not only accommodate far more spectators but would also signal the full
rights of Hispanos and Mexican Americans to occupy and use that symbolically important location in the
city’s cultural life. Thus, in late December 1975, the Pueblo Charro Association made a formal
presentation to the Colorado State Fair Commission requesting that the final two days of the international
charro competition be included as part of Fiesta Days 1976. Their request was granted.84
As noted above, paying for the charros’ expansive bicentennial program would require $10,000 in
matching funds. Association members attended a CCBC seminar meant to help applicants find
appropriate financing for their events.85 In addition, they planned a slew of fundraisers that targeted local
Hispanos and Mexicans for support, often through the celebration of both Hispano and Mexican cultural
forms, such as Hispano music, ballet folklórico, and tamale sales.86 But the greatest part of the Pueblo
charros’ fundraising strategy rested on applying for special federal funds for groups who were planning
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inclusive bicentennial programs, especially those likely to appeal to underrepresented communities or to
cultivate international relations. The bicentennial charreada promised to do both.
In April 1975, shortly after learning that their event had been approved as an official Bicentennial
event, the Pueblo Charro Association made a new grant application to the ARBA in which they showed
how their event met the four criteria required of organizations seeking supplementary funds. Their
application demonstrates their sophisticated understanding of the newly multicultural political landscape
created by the ARBA and other institutions, as well as how they might position charrería to create new
opportunities for ethnic Mexicans in Colorado. First, the applicants argued that the International Charro
Competition was a project of special international significance because it
“fosters international friendship by matching youthful competitors from both Mexico and
the United States in sports of skill and talent. The friendship of the United States and
Mexico has great significance to the Western Hemisphere and the magic and excitement
of the charrería can only cement these bonds.”
This claim built upon and cemented the work that Reyes, the Pueblo charros, and others had been doing to
develop transnational ties between southern Colorado and Mexico; it also signaled a stronger sense of
shared cultural heritage among Hispanos and Mexicans.
Second, the applicants noted that the International Charro Competition would encourage an
overall balanced bicentennial program that would not be centered solely on the Atlantic seaboard, but
across the continent. They asked Warner and his staff to honor “the many Hispanic people who
contributed to this nation’s birth and development.” They observed that charrería was an integral part of
the lives of Hispanic people in the Southwest and argued that ARBA’s financial support would broaden
the reach of the Bicentennial commemoration to their region.
Third, the applicants claimed to meet the requirement of emphasizing ideas associated with the
Revolution by framing U.S. independence as only one event within a global struggle for freedom during
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, in which Mexico had also participated. They wrote:
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“The struggle for freedom did not begin or end with the American Revolution, but it was
merely an episode in an epic, universal struggle to eradicate tyranny and autocracy. The
concept of government by consent of the governed was a dream that our neighbors to the
south shared with America’s founding fathers. Mexico and the United States share a
heritage filled with the ideals and dreams which spawned a revolution, and it was the
charros, cowboy/cavaliers, who helped free the Mexican people to self-government.”
By situating the charro as a freedom fighter akin to Boston’s Tea Party patriots, the Pueblo Charro
Association drastically simplified the charro’s historical roles in both the war for independence from
Spain: charros had actually fought on both sides, and after the Mexican Revolution, they were responsible
for elevating a tradition associated with the conservative landed elite to the status of national sport.87
Nonetheless, the Pueblo charros’ claim about the importance of charros to the Mexican Revolution
resisted the nationalist impulse of American bicentennial celebrations. Instead, and quite remarkably, they
used the charro to show that struggles for freedom and democracy were not, and had never been,
exclusive to the United States.
Fourth, the applicants noted that charrería was popular among a wide cross-section of ethnic
Mexicans in the United States and would therefore satisfy the requirement that funded projects encourage
maximum participation and interest by citizens. In particular, they claimed that charrería was “especially
relevant to youth, women, minority, ethnic groups, and Native Americans.” While they did not elaborate
this claim for women or indigenous people, they did note that charrería had become increasingly popular
among Hispanos, “who have started to discover this rich heritage and with pride.”88 The ARBA found
these statements compelling, and the Pueblo charros’ request for supplemental funding was approved,
allowing the International Charro Congress and Competition to proceed with almost all of its funding
coming from public agencies.
For a time, the association’s officers shouldered the planning and fundraising work. However, in
late 1975, the Pueblo Charro Association hired two staff members: Toby Madrid, former secretarycoordinator for the city’s Chicano Planning Council, and Elisa Cortinas, a former outreach worker for
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Headstart.89 These appointments suggest, first, that the Pueblo Charro Association had at least some
financial resources at its disposal to hire staff. Second, they show that ethnic Mexican people with a range
of racial identities as well as political and ideological affiliations – from the Chicano Movement to War
on Poverty organizations like Headstart – were invested in using charrería to create more responsive
public institutions in urban Colorado.
As the International Charro Competition loomed nearer, the Pueblo and Denver charro
associations committed to extensive public appearances at both “western” and “Mexican” events across
Colorado. In January 1976, both associations participated in the National Western Stock Show at the
Denver Coliseum, itself an official Bicentennial event.90 The Pueblo and Denver charros also worked to
extend charrería to surrounding towns, suburbs and cities, including those places where ethnic Mexicans
were small populations or poorly represented in local politics.91 These appearances promoted charrería
amongst both Anglo American and Mexican audiences, while inserting the charro into whitewashed
histories of cowboys, ranching, and rural life in Colorado. In addition, the associations continued their
weekly competitive charreadas. Rotating between the lienzos in Pueblo and Denver, these Sunday
afternoon competitions helped the charro teams practice for the international competition later that year.
But they also built a fan base among the region’s Hispanos and Mexicans, many of whom – like the
charros themselves a decade earlier – knew little or nothing about charrería and the Mexican nationalist
tradition from which it sprung.92
Finally, in late August 1976 – well after the official Bicentennial weekend in early July had
ended, but while the region was still fully aglow with the “spirit of ‘76” – the much-anticipated
International Charro Competition and Congress took place. In an article in the Pueblo Chieftain
announcing the week’s events, journalist Ron Martínez trumpeted, with no small amount of hyperbole,
“Not since the arrival of the horse to the Americas via the Spanish conquistadors has there been an event
as spectacular and historic as the upcoming International Charro Competitions here this week.” Martínez
justified his over-the-top enthusiasm: “Why so? Because it was the introduction of the horse as a work
animal by the Spaniards and perfection given to the art of horsemanship by the Mexican-Indian and
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mestizo that gave birth to the Mexican jaripeo. It was also this beginning that provided the foundation for
American rodeo and cowboy lore.”93 Thus, like other ethnic Mexicans and Hispanos in Colorado,
Martínez claimed that charros were, in fact, the “original cowboys,” but he did so through subtle
references to both the Spanish origins of the sport – thus appealing to Hispanos – as well as its
“perfection” by Mexican-Indians and mestizos – racial identifications that would resonate with Chicanos.
As planned, the activities coincided with Fiesta Days at the 1976 Colorado State Fair, which had
come to attract more than 40,000 people since its creation by Reyes a decade prior, making it the most
popular day of the State Fair. The charros’ opening event was a parade that wound through the streets of
downtown Pueblo, and that included a diverse set of Hispano, Chicano, Mexican American, and Mexican
representatives. The parade’s grand marshal was Paul Sandoval, state senator from Denver and part of the
much-celebrated cohort of Chicano politicians who took office in Colorado during the 1970s, who was
escorted by members of the Pueblo Charro Association riding as his “guard of honor.” A delegation of
sister-city participants from Puebla also participated in the parade. So did numerous queens representing
local Mexican American organizations, including the Pueblo chapters of LULAC and the GI Forum, and
visiting female royalty from cities and towns across the region that were racially marked as both Anglo
and Hispano.94 Subsequent activities, spread across six days, included a meeting of the U.S. Congress of
Charro Associations, multiple Catholic masses, barbeques and cocktail parties, a Queens Ball and, of
course, daily competitions between charro associations from the U.S. and Mexico. Most of these activities
were held at either the Pueblo Charro Association’s lienzo on 33rd Lane, the Sangre de Cristo Arts Center
in downtown Pueblo, or the state fairgrounds.95
Eight teams (down from the original vision of twenty) were scheduled to compete: four from the
U.S. Southwest, and four from Mexico. The U.S. teams hailed from Pueblo and Denver, whose members
rode as a combined Colorado team, as well as from Sonol, California; Del Rio, Texas (the reigning US
champions); and Phoenix, Arizona. The Mexican teams were to come from León, Guanajuato (the
reigning Mexican champions); the sister city of Puebla, Puebla; and two from Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua.
As the events neared, however, the Juárez teams telegrammed to announce they were unable to cross the
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border due to quarantines on their horses imposed by Mexico.96 Thus, competitors were reduced still
further to six teams, including just two from Mexico. Audiences were relatively small at the daily events,
never numbering more than 150 persons. Yet Mexican and U.S. dignitaries and businessmen were
consistently among them. Finally, after several days of competition, the Phoenix team, apparently to
everyone’s surprise, emerged as the victors. The Phoenix team defeated not only the Colorado and
California teams, but also the reigning Mexican champs from Guanajuato and those from Texas, who
were characterized as being “over-confident.”97
The Pueblo and Denver joint team scored low in the competitions, which they attributed to the
youth of their organizations as well as the unavailability of year-round instructors from Mexico. Yet they
believed they had made a “respectable showing” and earned the respect of their Mexican peers. They
chalked up the experience as a crucial opportunity to learn about charrería from teams across the U.S.
Southwest, including places like California and Texas where charrería was more established, and of
course from the Mexican charros. Pueblo association member Gabby Granillo reported: “We learned
more about charreada tonight from Puebla and León that we couldn’t have learned in 50 years by
ourselves.” He remained optimistic that the Pueblo charros would continue to improve: “Pueblo will close
the gap with the Mexican teams. We will be able to compete on the same level next year.”98
The International Charro Congress and Competition of the bicentennial year was a landmark
achievement in other ways, too. It succeeded in shifting southern Colorado’s prevailing public history
narratives to include the charro and the vaquero, and it united Hispanos with Chicanos, Mexican
Americans, and Mexican immigrants in ways that would have been unlikely a decade before. The Pueblo
charros thus successfully cultivated a stronger sense of shared cultural heritage and shared racial identity
to guide ethnic Mexicans’ pursuit of a more inclusive and equitable American public sphere.

A Failed Bronze
In Denver, a city with longer and more deeply entrenched histories of white supremacy, the charro was
less successful as a unifying figure for accessing public institutions, at least with regards to the
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transformation of public art. This became apparent in the failed effort, led by Hispano and Mexican
American politicians, to install a bronze charro statue on the state capitol grounds at Denver’s civic
center. The project struggled not only with funding and the lack of material support from public agencies,
but also because of the fraught nature of political relationships between Hispanos and Chicanos, who
disagreed on tactics for transforming urban public life.
In 1981, state senator Polly Baca Barragán, a Democrat representing the Adams County suburb of
Thornton (near the Denver charros’ lienzo), and state representative Richard Castro, a Democrat
representing Denver’s Westside, co-sponsored a senate resolution allowing for the installation of a charro
statue on Capitol Grounds as a tribute to the state’s Hispanic people. Both Baca Barragán and Castro
traced their roots to the Hispano Homeland and were well connected with members of the charro
associations. Baca Barragán, for example, grew up in Weld County, Colorado and was a descendant of
Spanish colonists; she had served on the board of directors for LARASA alongside Lena Archuleta.
Castro grew up in Walsenburg, Colorado and worked as a migrant laborer until moving to Denver for
college and community service work. Both Baca Barragán and Castro had also been affiliated with and
influenced by Chicano Movement politics, though both eschewed militant tactics of direct action and
instead valued working within institutions in order to transform them. Over the years, these positions had
put them, especially Castro, at odds with more radical factions of the movement.99 In this context, they
saw the charro statue as a unifying symbol around which Hispanos, Chicanos, and Anglos in Colorado
might cohere. The twenty-foot bronze was to be installed on State Capitol Grounds, on the block between
Colfax and 14th avenues bounded by Lincoln and Broadway streets. Their resolution passed both houses
unanimously, though no public funding was provided.100
A committee headed by Denver businessman and Hispano Gary Archuleta selected local artist
Emmanuel Martínez to create the sculpture. By the time of the commission, Martínez had become well
known for his artistic contributions to the Chicano movement and the vernacular landscapes of Denver’s
Chicano and Black neighborhoods. He, too, had deep roots in the Chicano Movement: he had produced
pamphlets, flyers, and logos for the Crusade for Justice and had filled the walls of the CfJ’s Denver
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headquarters and other city buildings with murals. Martínez had also organized with Cesar Chavez in
California and traveled to Mexico to study with renowned muralist David Alfaro Siqueiros. By the time
of the commission for the charro sculpture, however, Martínez’s relationship to the movement had
become strained. Despite his artistic and organizing contributions, Martínez remained persistently poor, a
fact he could not reconcile with the movement’s stated goals of economic justice and the exalted nature of
many of his male colleagues. After a lawyer stole the commission for one of his paintings, Martínez
stepped back from the movement and entered an “entrepreneurial period,” investing in real estate as well
as several businesses. He worked on the charro statue during this period of reassessment and
reinvention.101
Martínez’s approach to the charro statue reflected his changing understanding of Chicano identity
politics and his growing reluctance to produce art on behalf of the movement. Martínez deliberately chose
to cast an anonymous charro, noting: “Emiliano Zapata was one of the best charros around. But I didn’t
do Pancho Villa or Zapata because it would become a political thing.”102 Surely part of Martínez’s design
choice derived from his alienation from the Chicano Movement. But Martínez may also have been
referring to the controversy that had erupted earlier that year in Tucson, when a professional association
of Mexican journalists gave a 14-foot statue of Pancho Villa, mounted on a horse, to the city. Many in
Tucson’s Mexican American community, especially immigrants and working-class people, welcomed the
Villa statue. But civic elites and business people – both Anglo and Mexican American – were loathe to
center a revolutionary working-class Mexican hero in downtown Tucson’s public art landscape. Tucson’s
business elite quickly commissioned a second – and much larger – statue of the Spanish Franciscan
missionary Eusebio Kino, which they installed just a few miles away from the Villa statue in 1989. The
affair exposed the economic and ideological fault lines amongst ethnic Mexicans in Tucson, especially in
relationship to histories of Spanish colonialism and Mexican migration, which were in some ways
remarkably similar to those in Denver. Surely Martínez was aware of this fraught political climate when
he chose to cast an anonymous charro for the Colorado state capitol.103
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Despite Martínez’s artistic renown and his attempts at political neutrality, however, the Colorado
charro statue was never built. Certainly, there were initial steps forward. Martínez worked on the statue
throughout the summer and fall of 1981, and in September, as part of the kick-off for that year’s Hispanic
Heritage Week, he unveiled a two-foot model during a short ceremony at the Capitol Building.104
However, Martínez never had a chance to complete the full-scale statue. The primary issue seems to have
been funding. The statue was estimated to cost $125,000, which was to be funded entirely through private
contributions; the state made no investment of public funds, and private donors did not support the
project. Perhaps the effort was not well organized or publicized, or perhaps Colorado’s economic decline
in the mid-1980s made money tight for working families. Or maybe the figure of the charro simply did
not resonate with enough of Denver’s ethnic Mexican community, who remained fractured in their ethnic
identifications despite the hard work of the charro associations and other civic leaders to unify them.
Regardless, when the money failed to materialize, the charro statue was abandoned.
Just a few years later, another statue honoring Colorado’s Hispanic peoples was successfully
installed in the very same location once reserved for the failed charro statue. This statue, which was also
crafted by Emmanuel Martínez, honored Joe Martínez, a Mexican American World War Two hero from
Denver. Unlike the charro statue, the Joe Martínez benefited from ample public investment. It was
coordinated and partially funded by the Denver Commission on Cultural Affairs, a public agency, and
another public agency, the Denver Parks and Recreation Department, allocated another $10,000. Private
corporations and organizations known for their conservative, pro-military policies also donated
generously: the Coors Brewing Company gave $14,000, and the Latin American Law Enforcement
Association and the Hensel Phelps Construction Company both gave large donations. The rest came from
small private donors.105 Erected in July 1988, the finished statue depicts Joe Martínez in uniform, running
with a Browning automatic rifle in his hands. Thus, the Mexican American military hero – not the charro
– became the more effective means for unifying Denver’s diverse ethnic Mexicans and appealing to the
state’s white business interests in order to create a more inclusive urban public art landscape.
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The failure of Denver’s charro statue reflected a broader issue: the decline of charrería in
Colorado. Throughout the 1970s and early ‘80s, members of the Pueblo and Denver charro associations
continued to travel across the US Southwest and Mexico for competitions and performances, and in 1983,
the Pueblo Charro Association again secured a major achievement when it hosted the U.S. National
Charro Championships.106 But by the mid-1980s, Colorado’s charro associations were struggling to exist.
As many of the founders became elderly and died, few young people stepped in to take their place. The
demise of the most visible aspects of the Chicano Movement, which had centered land struggles and
Mexican culture, was partly to blame, as was the fragile attachment to Mexican history and cultural
nationalism in a region still dominated by U.S.-born Hispanos.
Economic changes in Colorado also played a role. Ron Codina, who had served as president of
the Pueblo Charro Association from 1979 to 1985, attributed the decline of his organization to economic
restructuring in Pueblo. The city’s largest employer, Colorado Fuel and Iron (CF&I), made many layoffs
and closed numerous plants during the 1980s. Although these processes impacted the entire region, they
were especially hard-hitting in southern Colorado and among the firm’s ethnic Mexican unionized
workforce. In Pueblo, two-thirds of the CF&I workforce, or roughly 3,500 people, lost their jobs; many of
those workers were members of the charro association. “It ended about the time the mill went down,”
Codina recalled. “Some of the guys had to go out of town to work. It’s an expensive sport.”107 Although
the City and County of Pueblo attracted some new industry, including light manufacturing and tourism,
the Hispano and Mexican American men and women who had worked at the plant, sometimes for
decades, had to reinvent their livelihoods, families, and communities wholesale, including through
regional migration.108 For Codina, the loss of the area’s charro association was palpable. “I do miss those
days,” he told a reporter from the Pueblo Chieftain. “There was a camaraderie. Birthdays, anniversaries –
we’d celebrate them at the arena on 33rd Lane; we’d have a barbecue. There’s not much left there
now.”109 Not until the early 2000s, when Mexican migration to Colorado expanded, would charrería
experience resurgence in the state.110
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Even so, the charro associations in Denver and Pueblo made important inroads as they worked to
create a more equitable public sphere in Colorado during the 1970s and ‘80s. They did so in ways that
honored the homegrown cultural geography of the region – its status as a dynamic, constantly evolving
Hispano homeland – while also nurturing workable relationships with members of Colorado’s Chicano
Movement and new forms of transnational connectivity with Mexico. Though structural inequality and
segregation remained pervasive, especially in Denver, the cumulative effect was the creation of a
moderately more inclusive public sphere in the realms of education, history, and art. Their counterparts in
Los Angeles were working toward similar ends, with a focus on the claiming of suburban public space
and the transformation of racial geographies.
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